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This monograph describes a program designed to: (a) link private postsecondary vocational
education with businwe, industry, labor and other societal sectors and (b) establish interorgan-
izational (=ordination that is beneficial to all participants.

In a companion monograph* linkage and interorganizational cooperative arrangements are
reported relevant to public postsecondary education.

The two linkage programs were carried out through a project conducted by:

the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development;

the International Institute of Food Industries (the private educational institute); and

the San Francisco Community College Centers (public educational institute).

The project was supported by a grant awarded by the Research Branch of the Bureau of Occupa-
tional and Adult Education of the U.S. Office ot Education.**

The staff involvement of the International Institute of Food Industries and t printing of
this document were provided as in-kind contributions to the project.

In the monograph we first present an executive summary of the project, followed by a charao
terization of the situational context of the linkage programs (Chapter One). In Chapter Two the
linkage model is described and in Chapter Three the linkage is portrayed in ihe form of a case study.
A summary of findings and a set of appendices complete the documentation of this project.

*Banathy, Bela and others. A Model Case Study, and ImOlementation Guide for the Linkage of
Vocational Education Programs in Public Post-Secondary Instittns and Business Industry, and
Labor: A Monograph. San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1978.

**Building Models for the Linkage and Coordinal ion of Vocational Education at Public and
Private Post-Secondary Schools and Business, Industry, and Labor (July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1978)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The project reported here was supported by a grant from the Research Branch of the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education, Office of Education. In carrying out the project the Far West
Laboratory.for Educational Research and Development established coordinated relationships with
(1) the San Francisco Community College Center, representing the public post-secondary vocational
eduonion sector, and (2) the International Institute of Food Industries in the Monterey Peninsula,
representing the private post-secondary sector.

Based on a study of interorganizational linkage and coordination, the project focused on the
design and validation of models for the linkage and coordination of vocational education at public
and private post-secondary institutions with business, industry, and labor. The general procedure
followed was to adapt organizational linkage and coordination models derived from an analysis of
relevant research and literature. The . adaptation was accomplished through the following stages:
(1) describe goals, content and organizational characteristics of selected post-secondary vocational
education programs and the goals, occupational programs, and organizational characteristics of iden-
tified selected organizations in business, industry, and labor; (2) determine the degree; scope, and
intensity of congruence and compatibility of these groups through a comparative analysis of insti-
tutional goals. programs, and organizational characteristics; (3) design alternative configurations of
Program linkage and coordination, and select the most promising configuration(s); (4) construct a
model for program linkage and coordination; (5) specify vocational and work expectance and relevant
curricula, means, methods, procedure% and resources by which to implement linkage and coordi-
nation; (6) develop specific linkage and coordination plans and make arrangements for implemen-
tation; (7) implement the program, test and assess the program's impact, and make adjustments as

- indicated by the assessment, and (8) report the findings.

The overall result.of the project was the design, description, and documentation of models for
linking and coordinating post-secondary vocational education with business, industry, and labor. The
generic characteristics of the models were defined and described in order to make the models applic-
able for use in a variety of educational settings in communities across the nation. It is an-
ticipated that the overall impact of the use of the models will be more understanding, capabilitv,
and willingness among personnel to create linkage and coordination of vocational education with
business, industry, and labor.

Four documents were produced:

Building Models foi the Linkage and Coordination of Vocational Education at Public end
Private Post-Secondary Schools and Business, Industry, and Labor: A Final Report

A Model, Case Study, and Implementation Guide for the Linkage of Vocational Education
Programs in Public Post-Secondary Institutions and Business, Industry, and Labor: A
Monograph

A Model and Case Study for Linkage of Vocational Education Programs in Private Post-
Secondary 'Institutions and Business, Industry, and 'Labor : A Monograph

Building Models for the Linkage and Coordination of Vocational Education at Public and
Private Post-Secondary Schbols and Business, Industry, and Labor: A Brochure
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THE CONTEXT OF LINKAGE
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a general cbiracterization of efforts in Monterey County to increase
educational offerings. We describe var imp configurations which were attempted, and I *fine a
general state of pre-linkage conditions.

It is interesting to observe \ hat the natural course of events, initiated by simple straterees to remove
barriers, generated conditi s which motivated the seeking of a negotiated formalized inter-
organi7ational arrangement. Linkage became the logical strategy to guide the various interests of
participants towards their stated organizatiohal goals.

This linkage project addressed itself to a problem which has existed in Monterey County for a
considerable time the educational needs beyond junior, college can only be satisfien by a locally-
operated six-year college, which, however, is financially beyond the reach of the community'

To provide a solution, the Central Coast Educational Consortium (C.C.E.C.) was developed. .
engaged lntersystems* with its considerable research capabilities to provide a workable plan for a
school. This school must possess three major properties:

1. The widest practical subjeet choices of undergraduate and graduate degreeband a ...i iety
of vocational training opportunities.

2. Facilities, library, faculty and resources commensurate with high educatior stanoards.

3. Couctruction and maintenance at no expense to the taxpayer and only minimal retiance
on voluntary financial support or donations.

To meet with success, research had to be extended far beyond conventional mhls of enst-
secondary institutions, seeking a new alliance between all private and public sectors i)peratinu within
the community. A systems concept had to be designed, which would link interorganirational cooper
ation of all facets of society into a functional unit. By this an arrangement can be croated wl.,:
although laying no claim to being a university, can fulfill the major functions of a small six-year
college, while remaining a local institution.

The following background paper is the product of a two-year research conclude i by In. -systems .

outlining a model by which such a school can be established in Monterey County.

lntersystems, Inc., a private California corporation, Is engaged in the development ot innovative
educational concepts and their implementation via the establishment of new schools offering
competence-based educational systems.
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A. SELF-SUPPORT AS A BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT

A Look at the Constituency

In 1970 approximately 970 students graduated from Monterey Peninsula and Her tnell
community colleges, with two-year, A.A. degrees or certificates of completion. High schools in or
near Monterey County graduated over 4300 students. Thousands of men and women in profeasional
fields such as education, nursing, business and publicor social services are unable to advance without
opportunity for continuing education. Also many members of the military community desire to
pursue upper-division and graduate work in areas not served by the base-located teaching institutions.
Frequently, large companies rate graduate-study opportunities as a prerequisite for locating in a
community.

Why is There a Need for a Locally-Managed Comprehensive Post-Secondary Institution?

The need for a locally-managed educational institution which is able to offer a wide spectrum of
degree programs, and is responsive to the specific requirements of the growing Salinas-Monterey area,
has been recognized for many years. The University of California is too far to serve the fast-gruwing
Central Coast area. The state university in San Jose is too far north for the convenience of local
residents. Many spec:alized graduate degree programs have been offered, with varying success through
"universities without walls," but none of them addresses the basic need for a comprehensive post-
secondary occupational and professional institution.

In view of recent freezes in higher education budgets and continued voter resistance to educ-
ational funding requests, the establishment of a comprehensive post-secondary institution supported
by public funds is highly improbable.

Development as a Proprietary Corporation

To fulfill the need described above the Academy of Arts and Humanities of the Monterey
Peninsula was established 14 years ago. From its beginnin4, the Academy has been economically
successful. It has proven the viability of a proprietary educational institution in the business environ-
ment of the area. Most previous attempts to establish a local college such as the Academy had
chosen an economic base requiring subsidy and, therefore, fell casualty to the incredtble competition
for limited available funds. In spite of some a:fficult formative years, the concept of proprietary
corporation has suited the Academy. With the investment of private capital, the school has advanced
to its present standing; and by denying itself the convenience of receiving donations, it has based its
growth on the merits of its educational policies, rather than its skillsas a fund-raising company.

The Present Status end Program Scope of the Academy

Programs: Music Dance, Drama, Fine Arts, Humanities, Languages, Behavioral Sciences

All programs lead to B.A., B.F.A., M.A., M.F.A. Degrees

Programs are fully approved by (1) California Office of Private Post-Secondary Education,
(2) Veterans Administration, (3) United States Department of Justice, Office of I migration
and Naturalization 1 0
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A NEW CONCEPT FOR EXPANSION PLANNING

The Academy has helped design a new kind of economic alliance which will benefit educational
programs, member schools and the community. It is called the Central Coast Educational Consortium
(C.C.E.C.), a non-profit educational corporation. CCEC was incorporated in 1974 for the purPose of
creating a modular facility centered around a joint undergraduate and graduate library pod other
college facilities. The facility will house selected individual degree programs, vocationaI training
centers, business or professional courses and the Academy itself. By combining the resources and
faculties of the manif independent educational institutions which have been introduced to the
Peninsula and Central Coast communities, the Consortium shares in building a full-kale campus.
Collectively, the coordinated offerings will provide services comparable to that of a large college.

Such a campus will be advantageous to all member institutions through the framework of a
wmprehensive educational institution including modern library and classroom facilities. It will
benefit the communities of the Peninsula and Central Coast region by offering a full spectrum of
instructional programs and degrees.

A one-time specific fund-raising effort will be undertaken to establish the Consortium Library
and supporting facilities.

The campus can be constructed with private investments. It will constitute a symbiosis among
colleges with headquarters out of the area, the Academy of Arts and Humanities, and a number of
private local schools. A community recreation center, local associations active in the arts or education,
retail stores or service centers useful to tha campus environment, such as a bookstore, a cafeteria, etc.,
may also locate there.

Thus, the CCEC campus will provide the same services and facilities found in student union
centers ot much larger colleges; but instead of being a financial burden to the school, will be self-
suppor ting pr ivate enter pr ises. The Academy is presently studying the feasibility of this corIcept.
Many indicators favor success for such a venture.



B. THE'NEED FOR A NEW ALLIANCE

. The Concept

The following is a description of a first strategy to improve local educational resources via a
-symbiotic apProach. It was because of this effort that the need for a formalized arrangement. (linkage)
became paramount.

Cost Efficiency

Because of inflation and governmental pressures, administrative costs . taking an ever-rising
toll. As a result, to optimize the cost effectiveness of operation supporting budgets, which once was a
matter_of good management has tow become a question of survival. Any number of management
models have been created in the past which can be used as a basis for the community education
center, but three major principles are specifically applicable:

(1) Turning over those necessary but unprofitable portions of one's businws to professionals or
businerses for whom this effort constitutes the source of profit.

(2) Hiring permanent employees only to the extent that workload requires, otherwise relying
on part-time help.

(3) Multi-purpose use of equipment and facilities. For example, a press room, computer center,
typing pool or even a library can serve as a classroom as well as an administrative resource.

Shering

The basic design of the community education center closely resembles the operation of a con-
ventional shopping center with one major distinction. Whereas, in the shopping center, tenants are
sharing little beyond a-common landlord and a mutual seturity and public relations budget, parti-
cipants in the education canter combine into an operational and administrative symbiosis. Members
will be carefully selected so that the presence of each will bring a vital contribution to the whole,
in turn receiving from the center a perfect environment of their own operations. Sharing will extend
through the entire spectrum of business operations, permitting investments in the latest managerial
technologies.

Education, a Local Industry

The instructors and staff of the Defense Language Institute and the Naval Postgraduate School
combine with the large number of retired people to create a unique chemistry of available part-time
or full-time faculty. When this is added to the available personnel of local junior colleges, high schools,
plus University of California in Santa Cruz, it creates a resource of human knowledge capable of
attracting attention far beyond local boundaries. The inclusion of dormitories at the community
education center will allow students from outside the area and even from foreign nations to come here
This influx of students wsll be beneficial both to private and public educational institutions in the

4 1 2



community, especially for those whosecharters do not permit advertising outside their: service area.
It will allow operations on a much larger scope and create new employment opportunities for the
teaching profession. It contributes to the already-considerable cuyural reputation of the local area
and lend a cosmopolitan flair to the aimpus.

Investor Funding

Land and building development will be conducted by a privately-financed tax-sheltered
"Community Development CorPotation." Besides a carefully-designed moderate profit motive, it
will offer the added incentive to invest in the educational future of the county. -.be CCEC will sign
a master lease with this corporation, subleasing to schools and non-profit corporations. Companies
invited to ioin as tenants will be careful; v evaluated to provide a healthy balance between traffic,
service, and profit-generating activities to assure a stable business climate. By this approach, the
major costs of creating and maintaining the campus are separated from fund-raising activities.



After summarizing the state of post-secondary er'ucation in Monterey County, it became apparent
that three major needs existed:

(1) Augmentation of existing junior college, two-year programs by adding two upper division
years, leading to B.A./B.S. degrees.

(2) Creating a school with local bias, to provide university-like study opperlJnities leading to
B.A. and M.A. degrees.

(3) To widen and intensify the scope of vocational training programs with special sensitivity
to local training and employment requirements.

It became-equally self-evident that conventional funding means were totally inadequate to create
or support such institutions. It was the realization of this fact which motivated the seeking of a new
alliance, involving all sectors of the community in the planning and development of educational entities.
Because of its obvious relevance to the tourist industry in.Monterey County,* the International
Institute of Food Industries was chosen as a first project. Quickly the involvement of the private
sector could no longer be directed efficiently toward the stated goals, without a formal, negotiated
arrangement to coordinate the multitude of efforts and interests.

It was e t this stage that Far West Laboratory and Intersystems, Inc. decided to join forces to
further individual and mutual objectives. Intersystems" needed a streamlined, effective communi-
catitn ladder to advance the development of its schools; Far West Laboratory required an actual
school in its formative stage to develop the model of formalized private sector/educational institution
linkage arrangement. Each organization considered the services rendered by the other as sufficient
reward to be considered an in-kind contribution, and the joint project was initiated November, 1977.

Monierey County and specifically the Salinas Valley is a major agricultur 1 center ;food processing
industrips such as Nestle's, Peter Paul, Schilling Spices, etc. are also located there. Monterey and
Carmel are renowned resorts and tourism necessitates a large number of food service establishments
A hotel/motel industires. Santa Cruz, Moss Landing and Monterey are fishing harbors and a numher

3quacütture industries are also located there.

"As explained earlier, Intersystems assumed the responsibility (for the Central Coast Educational
Consortium)to design a comprehensive postsecondary educational program. The key component ot
this program is the Academy of Arts and Humanities and the International Institute of Food
Industries will operate under the umbrella of the Academy.

6
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CHAPTER II

THE MODEL



INTRODUCTION

The Process Model described next has emerged as most applicable to the linkage program
described in this monograph. The Model is an adaptation of various linkage concepts and configur-
ations that were studied and the summary Pi which is presented in the Appendix attached to this
chapter.

The Model is structured in five stages:

Orientation Stage

Intl-a-Organizational Evaluation

Inter-Organizational Design

Implementation

Evaluation

The five stagw are further elaborated in ten steps. For conclusion the functional contexts of
the application of the Model are identified. Since the formality of a presentation is a vital ingredient
in generating credibility for the initiating institution, where possible, materials are displayed in the
same format as they were presented to participants.

8
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A. A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

ORIENTATION STAGE: Analysis of the nature of coordination and its task environment.

Step 1: Definition of the area of interest. This step examines the need for inter-
agency coordination and defines the common concern among organizations.

Step 2: Specification of territoriality. Define and clarify the geographical boun-
daries and lor.ation(s) for the proposed coordination.

Step 3: Identification of Relevant Organizations (Preliminary Organizational Set).
The criteria for relevancy would include organizations such as:

Having a high degree of organizational involvement or
commitment to the purpose of the area of interest
similar or complementary goals, activities, etc.

Representing a potential of needed resouraes..

Needinq the resources that the local organization
possesses.

Representing or having access to client systems served
by the proposed interorganizational coordination.

Having potential sources of legitimation or prestige.

Possessing the potential of moving from independent
or negative competitive situations to one of inter-
dependence.

These three steps have been writ ten ,from the perspective ofthe initiating organization. There are twa
polar strategies that can be adopted to generate interorganizational coordination. One approach is for
one organization tc . develop the coordination activity and "sell" it to the participating organizations.
The other would he to include all organizations in all decisions. Between these extreme boundaries a
wide range of strategies are available .

INTRAORGANIZATIONAL EVALUATIONAL STAGE: Organizations tentatively de,termine
whether to par ticiRate. Final determination is usually made when formalized negotiations occur.

Step 4: Intraorganizational commitment to the area of interest. At this point it is
irnpor tarn to determine each organization's commitment to the proposed
activity and its level of priority.

Step 5: Intraorganizational commitment to Interorganizational Coordination within
the area of interest. It is important that the participating organizatioos share

'a commitment to interdependence and coordination as a way to achieve
success.



LEGITIMATION STAGE: Organizations indicate their formal approval of interorganizational cocir-
dinat ion.

Step 6: Agreement on Goals within the area of interest. This step invotvesi tisuria
detailed analysis of the problem and specification of goals for coordination

Step 7: Agreement and Coomitment on the Means to be used to accomplish the
Goals. This may be the longest and most difficult task to accomplish. It
involves specifications of the general strategies and actions to be taken,
resources needed, who will provide these resources, time sequence, and
schedule, the structural organization form under which coordination will
be carried out, budgeting and evaluation procedures.

Step 8: Formalization of the Negotiated Agreement. Organizational commitments.
should be recorded in a formalized, written agreement. This agreement
will also aid the implementation process.

IMPLEMENTATION STAGE :

Step 9: Implementation. If the previous steps have been carefully negotiated,
implementation can be fairly simple.

EVALUATION STAGE:

Step 10: Evaluation. Although this has been listed as the final step, evaluation must
occur thi oughout the process. As a task, evaluation entails obtaining intor
mation about outcomes and arrangements and procedures that bring about
outcomes, such as:

the processes used in securing coordination.

the coordination structure.

the adequacy of individual organization performance
within the negotiated agreements.

an assessment at the costs and benefits.

the adequacy of the organizational set (group of
participating organizations ) involved:

the potential for additional coordinated activities

10
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A Linkage Taal

This questionnaire was introduced during Step 6 in order to develop information needed to
determine interest for involvement.

Organizational Questionnaire

St*cause of the diversity of organizations sharing in this project, it would be too cumbersome to design a
questionnaire equally addressing all participants. Please use this page as a guideline, but feel free 'n adapt
these data in any way you find suitable.

I. Description of Organization:

Please list services or products offered by the organization.

It Description ot Basic Operations:

Please describe in general terms activities performed by yourself, your associates or employees ifl.

adminiitration production marketing other

Itl Description of Employees' Qualifications:

Please outline special professional requirements for your emoloyees, as they relate to the training
objectives of this school.(You may distinguish between available and desired competency levels.,

Iv. Definition of Gain:

Please provide some concepts of how your organization coucl gain from the existence of a school

such as this.
directly indirectly (by contribut ng to the industry Lis a whole.)

V. Training Resources:

Please list physical and personnel resources your organization might make available for traoling.



B. THE FUNCTIONAL CONTEXTS OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

Two departments of the International Institute of Food Industries served as the contacts for
the application of .the model These departments are briefly described below.

Department of Culinary Arts: four major classifications of linkage participants are

(1) Chefs owning their own restaurants.

(2) Chefs employed by hotels, restaurant chains, or large independent establishments.

(3) Food specialists such as bakers, butchers, etc., owning their own shops.

(4) Specialty food and wine merchants and catering specialists.

Department of Fisheries end Aquaculture: ten major classifications of linkage participants are,

(1) Fishing boat owners

t2) Cannery owners or managers

(3) Labor representatives

(4) Harbor masters .

(5) Fresh or salt water fish farms

(6) Shipbuilders and riggers

(7) Waste processors

(8) Special maricultural industries

(9) Fish and sea product wholesalers and retailers

(10) Federal and state governmental agency representatives

NOTE: The overall purpose of bringing together the above organizations in a linkageileiign effort
was to create a linkage model by which to design two postsecondary vocational education programs.

12 20



A Summary of Linkage Concepts and Configurations

In this aPpendix we (a) defing linkage, (b) present key concepts, define the role Of the Indepen-
dent linkage agency, (c) identify other linki9erroles, and (d) speculate about costs and benefits.
,FInally, the three major procedural dimerisionitare displayed.

1)ErINI lION OF LINKAGE

Linkage n0014)1-11, ive arranwinent betwo.1) organi/at ions whow ityternal corn-
pin iera.. Mow a mutual oo dmat ion and/or exi.hange of reSOUtals or irClIvitieS. II is designed ko
the illitinise td c tdt ol gani;at ai well as mutually defined, goals and objectives.

rhe if mil' is a consr!Mus 11x-wiling the formal sanction of 'he
pat ill wilful!! .11 i.il i iit rolls and the explicit detailing of goals and objectives. While Iiiikeige activities
most isly 11 e portion if each organization's muds or gml!;, inter-orrianizationany they do not
have tu be identical. For IN! miucat tonal system, hnkirie c1ivirie Can satisfy thiucalional or
1;ltiniip lit lot utlivi NI I I( 'ill. ttit, linkage activities cai) satisfy a wide variety tit godls irn.111(11

are pi iiilticrion (it INN lot Iturfice oriented,

r ti, ins:,111, 0, beiwerni dri of !al edoc-at progrfaa .111(1 a ii
;11111.,11 V MV.1110) It) 1111) in!, Of the ituki ,y' I,tiItIitt MIL, the curricuIt,in may sail:Ay

writ id limits ti if cad, Tho ptepalat airarulenicnt moy .insly
need isir tiluhititit i ail additional, telt:yam curriculum resout co; the industi y May be ...ilisfying a rieed
Itof 11.1oiled pOroolllICI:

I a' Ito S411%1,01141 vacil Of Q. olndIS or riVvils, the ot .iite pi OCA'SS
f oifo,s the eithii( it set 1 mil of twills and objectives tor itself, and the procedures and di uctui ts to
thvm

B. MGANIIATION CONCEPTS I IOLISM AND TRANSFORMATION

:ill! !Mono 1'4' IWO ingIffotinli con. opts which will quidu till, IhNelopnitint of linkiew in an edticaiii
!'liii uq. T Iv! link1;gc."116lislialy." Ai; otthini/ationsenwile itt hnkaite, i jitcistul i, ml iath!

vet who level vvt ii tin IN! 01(pin/dinar,. Though only one component o' ;In organizaliOl
ilwirlvfli I in activities, the whole organizajloo.ls effected. Moreover, ri-hri awe, i5t ics of the
uniar ...at ion aii,1 the nnVif if in lenl in which each oigarlization operates will effect the ankage pi ocess.
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One final, important consequence is that conflict may occur in the linkage process. Conflict can
be expeeted to arise because each organization is operating independently with its own needs, goals,
and methods of operation. It is not necessarily to be avoided, but can be a vitalizing force if the
procedures are designed to anticipatb and deal with conflict.

The second concept involves linkage as a transtormationprocess. As indicated earlier, linkage
entails a negotiated, authoritative arrangement between organizations. This arrangement may result
in a transformation of structures, personnel, functions, or resources of each organization. Transfor-
mation is necessary if the hnkage activity is to lead to a formalizad cooperative arrangement sustained
on a permanent, continuous basis. Without this transformation, linkage type activities will continue in
an informal ad hoc fashion.

C. ROLE 00 INDEPENDENT LINKAGE AGENCY

Up to this point, we have suggested that linkage occurs between two or more independent organ-
izations with overtures to linkage initiated Wone organization and transmitted to another. As an
alternative, linkage would be facilitated by a third party; an independent, neutral organization.
Although there is little precedent to linking organizations for educational purposes, it is more COMMOt
in the health care and social welfare delivery systems.

For the purpose of designing curricula, goals, and objectives of the International Institute of Food
Incluse ies' Department of Mariculture, the Far West Laboratory fcr Educational Research and
Development (Bela Banathy, Ph.D., project chairman) is assuming the role of an independent linkage
agency. The Laboratory is pursuing a federally financed project, and its services are available to the
community free of charge.

D. ROLES IN LINKAGE RELATED ACTIVITY

Although linkage is occurring between organizations or institutions, it must be understood that
the actual decision-making is carried out by people. These people represent institutions which they
commit beyond their personal capabilities. When a third party enters the picture, other individuals
become involved, suggesting that tWo distinct categories of participants share in the linkage process.

Boundary Personnel: These individuals represent the participating organizations
and are designated as the authority to exceed each organization's boundaries in
negotiating the linkage process.

Linkage Facilitator: The linkage facilitator represents the third party initiating
and maintaining the linkage arrangement. The facilitator possesses the skills to
analyze organizations, design linkage arrangements, and provide the framework
for implementation. The linkage facilitator may also provide training for boun-
dary personnel.

E. COSTS AND BENEFITS OF LINKA E

There are a number cf benefits and barriers to be considered in the linkage process. Following is
a list developed by Beal rind Middleton* adapted to illustrate these conditions from an educational

*Beal. G., and Middleton, J. Dronizat ional_Communicat ion andçoordinationjn Family Planning,
Proarams. Honolulu, Hawaii: EastWest Center, 1975.
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institution's perspective. Any one of these may provide motivation to enter or avoid hnkage. These
must be facilitated by a third party.

1 Potential Benefits

a. Maximize or expand resource base. (Resources may include money,
physical facilities, equipment, supplies, curricular materials, services,
administrative and instructional stiff, pare-professional, volunteers, and
available knowledge and skills.)

b. Reduce duplication of programs or activities.
c. Enlarge scope of present programs.

d. Reach new and different groups of students.
e. Create more effective programs with more impact on students.
f Coordinate and integrate each organization's input into larger

programs with greater impact..

, g. Eliminate mistrust, Competition, or conflict.

2. Potential Barriers

a. Loss of some autonomv

b. Required time and energy to initiate and maintain linkage.
c. Creates necessity to exactly detamkne benefits.

d. Creates potential to cloud accountability for success or failure.
e. Exposes organizational weaknessev

The ban iers and benefits outlined in the above section pertain most directly to formal education/
training systems. It should he noted that additional barriers and/or benefits may relate more directly
to the industries participating in linkage. For example, in a vocational educbtion arrangement, an
important benefit might.be the possibility of obtaining-potential employees not requiring extensive
trainuig. On the other hand, barriers may include possible difficulty with labor unions on apprentice-
ship programs or exposure of innovative techniques that help maintain the industry'S competitive
position. The linkage facilitator must be able to analyze such conditions, and suggest remedial
strategies.

II STEPS IN THE LINKAGE PROCESS

In outlining the procedural model from the perspective of the linkage facilitator, narticuldr
attention has been paid to including two categories of operations: coherence and adaptability.
Coherence defines the clarity and utility of operations purposefully directed to a pre-specified end.
Adaptability includes the sensitivity of Operations to new data or needs enabling the structure to adjust
or regenerate without losing power.

!



THREE PROCEDURAL DIMENSIONS

A. PRE-LINKAGE ACTIVITY

1. Define problem.
2.. Specify sat of.organizations with potential to solve problem.
3. Meet with organizations to obtain interest.
4. Determine which organizations win participate and%btain commitment of organizalions

to enter linkage negotiation.
(i) *5. Arrange for group meetings with boundary personnel.

IL LINKAGE ACTIVITY (carried out in group meetings witt; boundary personnel)

1. Outline linkage approach and roles (conduct any training needed).
2. Obtain domain consensus.
3. Outline general task environment of each organization

a. goals
b. resources
c. functions/activities
d. structure
Analyze specific task environment of each organization relative to linkage problem
a. goals/objectives
b. resources
c. functions/activities
d. structure

GO 5. Specify any constraints, limitations, or unique situations which may effect linkage process.
6. Based upon previous discussion, facilitator designs one or more linkage configurations.

(Note: This activity can be carried out by facilitator indepenctent of larger group.)
a:D 7. Select one or more linkage configurations for implementation.

8. Agree upon goals/objectives for each implementation configuration.
9. Specify and agree upon structures, roles, and responsibilities needed to attain goals and

objectives.
10. Agree upon standards for quality of linkage program.
11. Set up communication/feedback channels needed to implement linkage and to monitor

progress.
(ie) 12. Set up evaluation parameters and procedures.

13. Implement linkage activity.
14. Provide evaluation feedback (formative and summative).

Ce) 15. Adjust linkage configuration as required.

C. FORMALIZED COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

The initial cycle of the linkage activity, after final adjustment, should lead to the formalized
cooperation between participating organizations. As a final step, the linkage facilitator may withdraw
as an integral part of the arrangement.

*0) -0/) indicate milestones.
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INTRODUCTION

044,4r

To fully benefit from the experiences of this project, it must be understood that two disparate
courses of action were initiated. The purpose was to reverse the effect of one on the other during the
development. At first, the goal was to create a linkage system which required the formation of a
school as a raison d'etre; later on, the deifelopment of the school became the objective tO which the
linkage system was applied. Somewhere in the.development an inversion Point had to be reached at
which the catalyst became the goal and the goal the catalyst. Evaluation of the effectiveness of
strategies is achieved by first rating the impact of the school as a stimulus (catalyst) on the linkage
design. After the inversion point, the impact of the negotiated linkage agreement (catalyst) on the
development of the school becomes the tnaasure.

It must be observed that for the purpose of this stUdy the development of the linkage model
teas the prknary objective, but when the linkage model is reTlicated elsewhere, it will be done for
the purpose of developing or improving an eduoational entity. Linkage as an invigorating vehicle
for education is not an end unto itself, but a means to an end. Therefore, its effectiveness should be
measured by the benefits it imparts; Events reported will reflect this duality of purpose before and
after the inversion point.

This chapter is presented in two parts. First, the substantive eventsere displayed and are
followed by an analytic case study.

foi
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tAl

A. SUBSTANTIVE EVENTS

irst part of the case study we introduce a "map" of substantive events in order to
ler to gain an overall perspective on how the linkage design was instrumental in school

It of creating two post-secondary vocational education programs.

)gram chart on the next page displays the "macro-ways" to linkage and phase develop-

... the map of substantive events elaborates the macro-way&
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2. MAP OF SUBSTANTIVE EVENTS

Degiartment of Fisheries Department of Culinary Arts

No pre-development dialogue existed.
Activities were stimulated by initiating
organization.

Pre-development dialogue took place de-,
fining local need for professionally-trained
restaurant personnel.

Need was identified by observing and
evaluating a primarily family-operated
local fishing industry which has not
kept pace with time.

Need was defined by members of the indus
try, and the requirements for a more than
casual co-operative arrangement was voiceo
Therefore, the.departments of culinary arts
and fisheries were chosen as opposites in
the linkage model project.

3
4

3
An "ideal" solution, general goals and
objectives were defined and published
to serve as a stimulus for industry rep-
resentatives to enter a dialogue. A pre-
liminary list of target participants and
local resources was prepared.
(Appendix A)

A first curriculum draft was designed to
serve as a stimulus for participation. It wa.
presented to local members of the industry
in December, 1977 and created substantia:
early interest to enter dialogue.
(Appendix B)

,..

A series of one-to-one meetinps with
industry members produced a division
ot opinions ranging from guarded con-
sent to refusal to participate... Interest
in the project parallelled the education-
al background of individuals. Barriers
to linkage were identified.

One-to-one meetings with chefs and restau .

rant owners produced enthusiastic support,
an enlarged list of proposed participants
and a first outline of industry needs and
educational efforts in other cities and
states.

Al ter analyzing barriers, a first strategy
to motivate dialogue was duvised, care-
fully defining commitments to "one
step at a time." First commitment to
attend one meeting and discuss merits
of starting a depar tment.

No need for special motivating strategies
arose, since the process was a response to
industry initiative.-

Area of interest was accepted, but some
interest was generated by having culin
dry department assistance in marketing
and developing new fish products.
(First Meeting, early February)

Area of interesrwas pre-defined, but
became augmented by overall concept of
Institute of Food Industries, to include
agriculture, fisheries and industrial tood
processing. Strong response to concept of
of inter-departmental/industrial cross fer-
tilization.

"School Development +Linkage NOTE: Numbers parallel those from the Progress

Chart
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Depertmentot Fisheries
1

Departesem of Culinary Arts

Territory for operations was accepted to be Monterey Peninsula; for student recruit-
ment, no boundaries were set.

A framework for systems-wide facilities and resources planning was devP'aped.
(Appendix C)

..
The Institute is to be a limited partnership.
First set of financial criteria developed while operating under Intersystems, Inc.

Capital development is deferred until after the first term is taught (end of Intersystems
umbrella).

A revised list of proposed partici-
pants was.developed at first meeting,
involving aquaculture industries,

Criteria were developed measuring the
relevance of the department to distant
industries not self-evidently attracted
to its services.

Participants were recruited one-to-one
by initiating institution,

Contact mode remained one-to-one but
industry members began to recruit.

10 Barriers were identified by participants
as problems the industry is experien-
cing in terms of regulatory efforts and
marketing. The initiating institutions
identified the major barriers to a co-
hesive linkage participation and pro-
posed a school which could aid the
industry in problem solving.

The primary barrier to participation was
time.

11 Self gain by each member of the in-
dustry in exactly definable terms
emerged as a functional stmtegy for
continued cooperation.

Industry initiative precluded any need for
extended motivational strategies.

10 No revision of the original plan was
Oossible at this stage, but an organize-
tional questionnaire was distributed,

_

Atter a 'number of small grbup consul-
lations, the initial curriculum was revised,
academic regulations and a modular calen-
dar were added, including extensive stu-
dent cost and facilities planning,guidelines.

12

13
Fear of having processes copied, loss of
autonomy, and inability to see possible _

gain were the main barriers. But general
dissatisfaction with the state of the
industry generated receptivity to view
school integration with the industry as
potentially beneficial,

Since a majority of chefs were also mstau-
rant or store owners, intra-organizational
commitment was present since the begin-
ning. It was expressed verbally at various
stages of the development; inter-
organizational coordination is common in
the industry.

.

*School Development +Linkage . NOTE: Numbers parallel those from the Progress Chart
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15

Departmwt of Flshoriss

The organizational questionnaire pro-
vided vital data about the diversity and
complexity of fish fseafoodkelated in-
dustries. It served as a document for
curriculum revision and revising all
motivational strategies.

Loss of autonomy was generally des-
cribed as unacceptable, except in insig-
nificant areas. Collaborative commit-
ments would have to be evaluated on
a case by-case basis.

18 Par ticipating industries agreed to a

coordinated effort of designing a school
which, as part of its operation, can ac-
tively participate as an industry prob-
lem solver. If this liwis achievable, sus-
tained coordination and a marginal in- -

tegration with industry would be
possible.

11 17
12 18

19

Etsportment of cup:tory Arts

The organizational questionnaire re-
vealed very little about the industry, be-
cause of the basic sameness of most food
service operations.

A set of criteria was devised which eval-
uated loss of autonomy opPosite financial
gain. The finality of a commitment was
the prime determining factor.

Industry members agreed to aid in curri-
culum and general school design, serve as
faculty, accept apprentices and monitor
the school's performance.

INVERSION POINT WAS REACHED.

Responding to the pressure of the pre-
ceding item, the schoal design was re-
examined, and a new structure devel-
oped. It divided school activities into
two basic categories education relevant
and industry relevant. This design
required a part of the school to become
a satellite to the industry.

13

When the material designed in the depart-
ment of fisheries was transferred to culi-
nary arts, it became an immediate basis for
re-negotiating autonomy versus inter-
dependence. It resulted in a design which
completely integrates this department into
the local restaurant industry.

With sustained coordination assured fol-
lowing the universal acceptance of the
integrated design, a pilot program to
commence in Fall Term, 1978, was
agreed upon. Task analysis for this pro-
gram serves as a basis for a revised
design of the entire department.

14 Educational systems development is
confined to the pilot program until the
final integrated design of the depart-
ment is complete.

*School Development

Task analysis as a basis for competence-
based curricula has led to a re-evaluation
and complete re-development of educa-
tional programs. A new curriculum was

. drafted for implementation in Fall, 1978.
(Appendix F)

Educational systems development is
taking place one year at a time in advance.
This mode is sensitive to learning from the
experiences of implementing the curd-
cu I urn.

+Linkage

:?

NOTE: Numbers parallel those from the Progress Chart
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Department of FIsharlas Department of Culinary Arts

15 No final materials available. , The department's programs end opera-
tional structure were transformed to be-
come a partial industry subearvient to iU

, major industries. This change is benefiting
its instructional programs, tile stUdents and
participating businesses.

16
17
18
19
20

.

.

,

Facilities to start operations are chosen,
faculty and staff are reauited, school
approval by the California Office of Post-
secondary Education is forthcoming and a
catalogue and recruitment materials will
be available in August, 1978..

"School Development +Linkage NOTE: Numbets parallel those from the Progress Ct. %it
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B. ANALYTIC CASE STUDY

' 1. GENERAL ossalwATIONS

Since the following case study is to serve as a "recipe" for the linkage process, it is important
to re-examine the conditions which led to itS implementation in Monterey County and to anticipate
a,number of prerequisites.

The area's major industries are related to the production, processing and marksting (serving) of
food, thus, providing the communities' largest and most varied source of employment; yet no_central
training facility existed in the area supplying the required education. The International Institute of
Food Industries was created to fulfill thit function and its inceptive efforts concentrated on thetwo
areas where local educational neglect was most visible training of restaurant personnel and training
for an antiquated local fishing industry. The indicators that a formalized arrangement had to replace
an informal dialogue were as follows:

Industry-wide practicipation requiring group meetings.

Criticism of the industry regarding effectiveness of in-school programs.

Large variation of training needs for chtterent types of jobs.

General dissatisfaction with qualifications of currently available hired help.

Industry-wide labor shortage causing frequent help turnover because of advancement.

Considerable local interest in jobs but no training source.

Little available capital to start a school.

Without active and sustained involvement of the industry's knowledge, resources and efforts,
none of these points could be adequately resolved, even if unlimited financial resources were available:
therefore, the Institute par ticipated in the creation of a formal, negotiable mode of interaction linkdtiii.

Two alternate start-up modeswere identified:

One: (as in the Department of Culinary Arts) where a pre-linkage dialogue between all or some
component elements precedes the linkage process. In this case, the formal arrangement
evolves in response to a commonly recognized need, and requirelittle or no "salesmanship"
on the part of. the initiating orginization.

TWo: where the linkage processbecomec the motivator for industry involvement. During this
case study the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture served as an example for this
procedure, and it was here that most of the barriers to linkage were encountered. Asa
result, it is interesting to observe that the Dept tment of Fisheries contributed most to
the advancement of the linkage process as a model, yet benefited internally only toward
the end of the project. The Department of Culinary Arts contributed little to the linkage
model, but benefited considerably from its application.
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A few univend banienwere identified which evolved to be of such importance that they twilat
be dealt with in advance, unties the entire venture be placed in jeopardy.

MONEY: lf, at any time, it appeers (even unintentionally) that the linkage process is, in
fact, a guise for a covert fund-raising venture, the entire project will collapse.

Solution: The only way this can be prevented is to betotailycandid about it. Financial
matters should be discussed openly, but stress should be made that no request for funding
will be forthcoming.

INTIMIDATION: The jargon and apparent complexity of educational systems can be
bewildering for anyone outside the educational community.

Solution: Conference management and the preparation of printed materials must, there-
fore, be responsive to its tlrgeted users. Simple language should be used, and words like
"ProPosed." "seggested,"etc as to precede all major statements to prevent an aura of un-
wanted authority which could arrest creative participation.

TIME: lt4sthe key to linkage effirts. Participantswill centribute, but if abused, it will
become the major deterrent for a sustained effort.

Solution: Small meetings should be used whenever possible; small groups (3 to 6 people)
are easier to schedule than large ones and often more dynamic. At all times, the cour-
tesies of good preparation, efficient conference management, starting and ending on time,
and meticulous follow:4.1p are the prime ingredients in continued interest.

GRADUAL COMMITMENT: Industry representatives faced with entering a relationship
which, at first, contains many unknown and strange elements usually display a healthy
amount of reticence.

Solution: By requesting only a marginal commitment tc explore the idea and apowing a
re-commitment as each new milestone.iS !tacked, the start-up deterrent is removed.

A number of basic attitudes should prevail front the very begirlhing. Since the linkage process
is eisentially designed as a vehicle to create change in all component elements, it is the primary task
of t;le initiating organization to project willingness to undergo transformation. The roles played bY
all participants must be clearly defined (especially the one of the neutral linkage facilitator), and a .

general mood must prevail that everything under discussion is subject to change. Once this major
point is understood, participants can be candid about their goals and creative aboutdiscussing new
organizational arrangements. The language of thp initiating institution's representative, must care-fully draw attention to the fact that this is "their oject, "thel" school, "their" responsibility asmuch as "ours." To introduce a gentle note of accou tatility for the success of the venture is useful
at a very early stage.

The first sef of gcmis under discussion should be, "What's in it for me?" lt is important to realize
that the only measure of the success of a business is in its profits. Therefore, no matter how intrinsic
the value of a linkage project may be, benefits must be translatable into tangible outcomes to foster
a sustained coordinateclef fort. The sooner these criteria are discussed and classified, the better, even
at the risk of losing a few early participants.
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TM fkst organizationalvfforts should be focused.on two major goals: (1) to generate credibility
tor the project, and (2) to stimulate creative participation. The first tist of participating organizations
should, therefore, be leaders in the industry, business and labor and starter materials should be
designed to motivate change rather than overwhelm with their apparent compieteness.

During the early stages, the project is more vulnerable tn negative influence from participants
which, for the first two or three large meetings, should be wisely prescreened regardmgattitudes to the
project and conference behavior. Whereas later in the development, conflict can be an invigorating
ingredient, too much of it too soon can be ruinous. A "trigger concept paper" is very useful soice it
places a work docuenent into membets' hands, opens a file on the project, and conveys a summary of
Milestone One a statement of the ideal concept. It also creates credibility and inspires confidence
in the initiating institution.

2. PRE-LINKAGE ACTIVITIES

From late summer, 1977, the project staffs of the Far West Laboratory and lnmrsystems held
a series of meetings. These meetings led to:

the FWL project staff's understanding of the educatiorml development effin ts of lntersystems.
and

Intersystems' understanding of the linkage concept and the methodology ot linkage design

The "linkage" created between Far West and Intersystems was a necessary preliminary step tow
the initiation of the linkage program described next.

3.

0

A

A

LINKAGE ACTIVITIES

Time Span: February 3 to March 11, 1978
Number of Meetings: One-to-One (Fisheries: 16) (Culinary Arts:1i)

Group (Fisheries: 2) (Culinary Arts:1)

Goals: Linkage Focused

Definition of area of interest.
Specification (71 territoriality.
Identification of relevant organizations.
Mode of recruiting participants.
Identifying bai tiers to participation,

Milestone One: Strategy to facilitate cooperation

School Design:

EatitrifaS.:

Systems-wide resources and facilities
planning cr iter ia

27
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Cutinary_Ar ts;
Systems-wide resources and facilities planning

criteria
Student cost calculation
Equipment and facilities analys s
Academy regulations draft



o Barriers:
W

Fisharies:

Time available
Social/Group image

A Fear of financial demands
Fear of revealing trade secrets
Exaggerated sense of autonomy

N Inability to respond to group dynamics
Problems facing the industry
Skepticism about school being a solution

A
G Narrative:

Culinary Arts:

Time available
An apprenticeship program feared to be competitive

Department of Culinary Arts (Commencing February 3, 1978)

At this time, the first model of the linkage concept was available and introduced on a on&to-one
basis-to participants. The response was pragmatic, 'We need it it's a good us whet
to do." The idea of linkage being innovative generated no enthusiasm at all. Attitudes universally
were, 'We-need a school if linkage is the way to do it, let's get on with it." As a result, the
model was implemented so smoothly that its benefits remained latent until the first major barrir
was encountered. An apprenticeship program sponsored by the "American Culinary Federation"
was to be implemented in the area and some chefs felt the school would be in direct competition
TIe program had previously encountered resistance from the union and was surrounded by mucii
uncertainty; furthermore, to add to the conflict, most chefs agreed that the school, as well as the
apprenticeship program, had merit. Suddenly, linkage became apparently the communication
vehicle to sort things out. The area of interest became redefined in terms of individual attitudes,
organizational relevance was examined in terms of contributions to the two programs, rather
than gain, and needs were converted into goals. The in-school program was redesigned to include
one externship (apprenticeship)- term in any three and a strategy was designed to combine the
American Culinary Federation program with the schools.

Department of Fisheries (Commencing February 8, 1978)

Attendance at the first meeting was random choice of industry, government and labor. No pre-
screening was possible and measured against commitments, turnout was small. An agenda was
prepared but kept returning to one main topic problems besetting the industry. The fishing-
industry, as well as the California Fish and Game and the U.S. Coast Guard were represented;
it was diffIsult to reach a constructive attitude. The concepts of linkage and task analysis were
presented anTalscussed, but only a very neutral commitment to continue could be extracted.
The most constructive presentation of barriers cime from the labor representative who provided
a list of people to contact and the Moss Landing harbor master, who did likewise. The meeting
concluded with a mild assertion to continue. Because of individual time requirements, one-to-one
meetings became the major mode of discussion; this way some of the barriers became resolved.
The individual visits adjusted to personal convenience (inability to act in group situations was no
factor). Fear of financial demands was stilled and the social/group image "in case this thing
doesn't succeed" became less of an issue. Revealing trade secrets was a point of near paranoia
with some members and was shelved, but interestingly, every person visited revealed in their owl'
way their concern about a troubled industry. It was this aspect, which repeated over and over,
became the central point of a strategy to convert barriers into vitalizing forces. After a series of
pedestrian meetings, it became clear that the only strategy to facilitate cooperation was to find
a common denominator. This was obviously the problem besetting the local industry, renflin9
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O trom inabthty to maiket pertain fishes to goiiernmental regulations, foreign intrusion and
changing the name of anchovies. The agenda for the next group meeting was, therefore, oeyised
to address these problems and explore avenues by which a school could assist. This moved the

et school to the industry and into a realm different from the initial concept, but it appeared to be
the only alternative to advance to the next step of linkage design.

o

A

Solutions to Barrieri:

Fisheries. Culinaiy Arts:
Individual meetings Individual meetingsA
Openness about process Integrating apprenticeships into school. programs

E Converted into a motivating forte
Using coutidence of peers to dispel doubts

Results:

a A motivational strategy to continue cooperation
An open window into new school/industry interaction
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Time Span; March' 1.1 to May 20, 1978

v Number at Meetings: Onesto4no (Fisheries: 23)0 n Group (Fisheries: 2)A

(Culinary Arts: .18)
(Culinary Arts: 1)

Goals: Linkagb Focused

A
f4 (1) Intra-organizational commitment to area of interest.

(2) Inuit-organizational commitment to inter-organization coordination.
13) Organizational questionnaire.A
(4) Definition of negotiable areas of autonomy loss.

0
A Milestone: Definition of perimeter of coordination.

Barriers:
A
L Fisheries: Culinary Arts:
A Inability to respond to group needs None
T Inability to abolish old concepts

Fear of revealing trade secrets0
Exaggerated sense of autonomy

School Design: A viable (but conventional) concept in both departments.

Narrative:

Department of Culinary Arts

An intraorganizational commitment to the area of interest and inter-organizational coordination
was present since the very beginning of the process. Chefs belong to prof,Isional organizations,
rely in many ways on each other, for certain products and communication and inter-dependence
is an accepted part of the industry. In defining areas orautonomy loss negotiations centered on
three major areas: (1) profitability of the exchange, (2) I eliability, and 13) durability of the
relationship The perimeter of the coordination was summarized as a villingness to explore any
alternative which can result in higher profits without loss of existing quality. Procedurally, propu .
sals would be submitted to the monthly chefs' association meeting where they examined and
aeoted or rejected. No specific criteria were defined. Regarding the school design, chefs would
assist in creating curricula, work with task analysis personnel to create competencebaseu instruc-
tional systenis, serve as faculty, advisors, or accept apprentices from the school. They would aid
in recruiting students, hire graduates and perform an ongoing monitoring effort to make certain
that the school's per for mance remained in keeping with its stated goals. They would parform
these functions as individualt or in coordinated groups.



, Department of Fisheries

The strategy of using each member's dissatisfaction with the state of the industry as a common
it denominator was successful. Thiougte individual meetings areas of individual gain were defined
A well enough to serve as a basis for another group discussion. the absence of well-trained menage
cs ment, marketing and shipping skills,, which are the backbone of the Salinarctased produie industry
st became apparent and slowly prejudices against the concept and barriers began to break down.o the confidence in viewing the school as a possible solution increased, barriers decreased. TheA

April group meeting was structured as'en open discussion on industry problems and the function'.
g of the school became more and more defined as a satellite to the industry, rendering services and
z directly participating in industry problem solving. It resulted in a complete redesign of a portionA of the original linkage model. Its purpose Was to advance the linkage arrangement to welcome a

higher organizational order, that of integration of comprent elements. The following pages
o represent the redesigned linkage model.

A

Solutions to Berrien:

Fisheries:A.
Credibility of usefulness of efforts for

personal gain

O Aesults:

(-
1

Culinary Arts:

Renewed participation and transformation of original linkage model.
Definition of coordinated effort to create the Department of Culinary Arts.

The "Insert" on the next few pages documents the proceedings of the "turn-around" meeting that was
held with the Fisheries linkage design group.
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c.

INSERT

This insert describes the proceedings.of a design meeting that was instrumental in Moving the
fisheries curriculum design group toward a creative solution.



Agreement en Goals within the Ame of Internet

Funding,capital
development, equipment

for industry

0

Summarizing the informal
portion of the April 26th
meeting, these eight areas
emerged as being generaliv
relevant to all participants.

Note, that each can serve
as a title for a course of
instruction, as well as a
vehicle fur school-direct .

interaction with industry.

Dr. Banathy, in his role as
"Linkage Facilitator."
dr 34/4/ wpattern of overlapping
circles, each denoting an
area ofminterest and proposed
this to e representative of
a "Far West Consortium of
Aquaculture Development
and Production."

This concept signaled a new
pehmeter of school-
industry interaction
breaking most conventional
boundaries.
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Agreement on Goals within the Area of interest (cont'd)

Picking up pn Dr. 8anathy's informal design, the circled units on the preceding page
combine into the overlapping pattern below. It will be the purpose of the May 11th
meeting to design in exact terms, what activities fail within each of the four categories.
This will determine the relevance of the school to each participating industry. It maY
also lead to completely new configurations by which a school can relate to the
community it serves.

Education Intensive:
Formal,structured courses and competence-
based curricula; degree and dipionia courses

Education Informal:
Field trips, apprenticeships, industry surveys,
reference library, etc.

34
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Industry Informal:
Community outreach, communi:
awareness programs, cor
conferences, conventions, etc.

Industry Intensive:
Creation or participatici
activities lirectiv relevan! to
industry; purchasing of 7 wiorner
and providing services for induatr
use. ,
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PLANNING FOR STEPS 7 TO 10

Step 7: Agnomen and Commitment on the Mons to be Used to Accomplish the Goals. ,s may
be the longest and most difficult tesk to accomplish. It involves specifications of the genet
strategies and actions to he taken, resources needed, who will provide these ONOMBS, time
stquence and schedule, the Structural organization form under Which coordination will bt
carried out, budgeting and evaluation procedures.

.

This step will take Several months to accomplish. During this step, we should attend to
three major tasks and several subtasks.

Task 7.1 -The design of pilot programs that would:

formulate educational/training requirements

conduct an experimental/pilot program that would be limited in scope but representativ-
of the larger eaucational and training area

identify the (1) means: instructional and learning resources and arrangements, and (2)
methods by which to implement the pilot program

specify (1) which participating organization will contribute what resources and (2) how
the involvement of the organization will be coordinated

formulate evaluation goals, means, and methods

develop, plan, and schedule the pilot program

Task 7.2 - The testing of the pilot program that would evaluate:

the feasibility of and necessity of this educational/training program

the interests and capability Of the participants to provide instructional/learning resourc,
and arrangements by which to implement the pilot program

the effectiveness of the program itself, and

the effectiveness of interorganizational linkage and coordination

Task 7.3 - Based on findings of the pilot program, the development of the longer range program
that would follow the pilot program.

Step 8: Formalization of the Negotiated Agreement. Organizational commitments ,nould be
recorded in a formalized, writtetiagreement. This agreement will also aid the implementation
pr ocess.

IMPLEMENTATION STATE ,

Step 9: Implementation. If the previous steps have been carefully negotiated, implementation can
be fair ly simple.

EVALUATION STATE

Step 10: Evaluation. Although this has been listed as the final step, evaluation must occur through-
out the process. As a task step, evaluation entails obtaining information about project out-
comes and success. Other dimensions should also be evaluated. These include:

the processes used in securing coordination.
the coordination structure.
the adequacy uf individual organization performance within the negotiated agreements.
an assessment of the costs and benefits.
the adequacy. of the organization set (group of participating organizations) involved.
the potential for additional coordinated activities.
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i. Time Span: May 21 to June 30, 1978
Number of Meetings: Ow loons (Fisheries: 11) (Cu firiary Arts: .

Group (Fisheries: 1) (Culinary Arts: 2)

Goals: ducation FocusedA

(1) Design of education-relevant school activities.
(2) Design of industry-relevant school activities.

te
(3) Task analysis and competence-based airriculum development.

et (4) Educational systems development

P Barriers: Both Departments

(1) Inability to abandon pre-conceived notions.
(2) Unwillingness to transcend pre-formulated expectancies.

N (3) Lack of criteria for stress tolerance of original (school) design.

A

INVERSION POINT0

Narrative:

Department of Fisheries

After the model for the integrated design was distributed among members of the industry the
response was generally positive. Old barriers regarding loss of autonomy and maintenance of trao,
secrets still prevailed, but after two unsuccessful attemptsa well-attended meeting took place.
It was to be the longest in project history and broke every rule of good conference management.
hut a turning point was reached which brought about a new and enthusiastic re-commitment-to
the development of the school. The major barriers were clear. Participants were ,inable to think
other than in their accustomed way about their business, their industry and what a school could
be. They Were unwilling to project future expectancies beyond known modes of .achieving results
The initiating institution had no concept of the stress tolerance of its original school design,
meaning how much of an industry satellite can a school become and still remain a school.
Ultimately, a strategy evolved, which served as a catalyst to integrate the initially disparate
functions of component elements. The organizational questionnaire was introduced in a different
context. It permitted each participant to clarify his own operations in their present.state. From
this position, an ideal future state was defined which was then brought back into the realm of
credible reality. By analyzing the differences between this new state and the point of departure ..
series of requisites for an alternate state could be described. After defining barriers, resolving
strategies could be classified by three categories: (1) individual actions, (2) peer (inter-
reganizat ional) actions, and (3)-school actions. Suddenly, inter-organizational services became
apparent, which heretofore were not possible, and the school which had actively participated in
the process could become the catalyst for generating a higher organizational order by integrating
component elements into a mutually beneficial structure.
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L The decision was made to activate theschool in September, 1978, by tteching a pilot program
g In commercial fishing techniques, allowing a survey of the effectiveness of task analysit anda

program implementation, filionwhile. a major effort is Undervay tO develop a new system of
T school/industry integration.

Department of Culinary ArtsA
T As the results of the above described efforts were explained to the restaurant industry, their

value was recognized i"inmediately. After a few brief meetings the following outline was developekr
N. and a simple guide far physical prerequisites defined. This led to a re-creation of the calendar and

curridula creating a new concept of the school which, by becoming a satellite to the industry,a provides new and realistic learning resources for its students.

I The progressive planning outline on the last page displaysIhree stages of evolution:
cooperation (mutual assistance) coordination (joint opirations) integration (systemic fusion)

L These stagei ihdicate a new perspective of inter-organizational linkage. The first stage implies the
E maintenance of autonomy of participating organizations, the Second stage relinquishing of a cart
E degree of autonomy in order to gain certain benefits, and the third stage the creation of a system at
N a higher level of complexity with a new shared state of autonomy.

A
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17,

PROGRESSIVE. PLANNING OUTLINE FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FOOD INDUSTRIES
(DEPARTMENT OF CULINARY ARTS)

1. CO-OPERATION STAGE: members of the Industry co-operite with the school by
voicing industry needs and tridning standards. They also agree to work as faculty.

(Formal)

Student Recruitment

Formal Classes

In-Schoot Work Activities

In-School Appr.enticeship

Continuing Education for
Presently Employed Chefs

EDUCATION RELEVANT

Library Mainienance

Reference and SourCes Collection

Instructional and Audio-Visual
Equipment

Trained Manpower

New Training Methods

2. CO-ORDINATION STAGE: representatives from participating industries co-
ordinate their efforts between each other and the school toward a continuing
collaboration.

(Informal)

Apprenticeships

Field Trips to Restaurants
(Restaurant Evaluation)

TV Programs

Counseling

(Informal)

Q.

EDUCATION RELEVANT

Personal Growth Seminar
(lntra- & Inter-personal Skills)

Externships

Study Abroad

Community Outreach

INDUSTR`if RELEVANT

Consulting

Library and Sources Collection

Interpreters (Foreign Group
Bookings)

Menu Testing

Continuing Education

Ts* Analysis

Subscription to World-Wide Trade
Publications

PuOlicity for Participating Restaurants

Job Placement

Credit Union

Additional Income for Chefs

Monitoring of School's Performance
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3. INTEGRATION: participadng industries define woes in which the achool can
directly interact with their activities. providing products and services which may
=Istituto larger profits by increaled business or operation* savings.

.411Ww

INDUSTRY INTENSIVE

A. Services:

Community-wide food cost/quality statistics.

Community-wide fOod cost forecasting and product availability.
Central restaurant information services.

(specify)
(specify)

Computer services for cost analysis inventory and statistic evaluation.
Hygiene and food chethistry laboratory services.

Short-notice/short-term skilled labor pool.

Collective purchasing. Collective secretarial (typing) Pool-
Group insurance. Printing.

Future trend analysis Public relations.

Eqinprnent:

Special processing equipment. Special silver and china. etc. for altering,
Special preparation equipment. Clubroom for participating chefs and

Restaurants.Special pieserving equipment.
Other (specify)

Prod lids:

Collective wine Purchasing and storing.

Production of stocks, etc. in large quantities,

Slaughter house operation and special meat cuts and products.

Preparation of special menu items for banquet3, catering.

Preparation of special food items (boned fowl) for industry use.

Farm-based products, such as home-made cheeses, etc.

Fair-based animal. products such as crayfish, snaits (fresh), etc.

Special products such as candied fruits, candies, desserts, etc.
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1. "'NOITSOPII:
a

Department of Culinary Arts

The end product of this process was the creation of a school which,by being part of the industry,
must apply commercial industry standards to all in-school consumption, but for use by the

A industry, a serious realistic work atmosphere is preyalent throughout. Classrooms can still remain
classrooms with all their advantages for conveying knowledge and skills; but students and teache.;
alike are graded daily by their viability to the real world. Also the scope and economy of operations0
are greatly improved since incomes are derived from soura3s other than tuition, supporting
activities and equipment too costly to maintain for student use only.

School facilities for a September, 1978 opening have been chosen, faculty and staff are already
selected, and school approvals are expected during the month of August. A catalogue will be
published subsequent to this milestone and a sustained integrated operation will be formalized

I. between members of the industry and the school.

Solutions to Barrios's:

A The seven steps of integrating disparate functions (1) identifying each component element,
(2) defining the present state of each component element, (3) designing an id I future state for

o each component element, (4) analyging function/organization prerequisites for differences,
N (5) resolving barrieri to individuals by group coordination, (6) structuring a higher organizational

order, and (7) integrating the component elements

4. A SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES

I. TRANSFORMATION OF SCHOOLS:

Inceptive besign: Courses were designed and scheduled to follow a standard collegemodel. The
calendar was based on an academic 11-week term, and school.activities were confined to routine
duties in support of educational programs. By involving relevant industries in the planning and
development process via the linkage arrangement the following major innovations were affected

(a) (Transformation) The calendar was revised into a 12,week, 4-module (3 weeks each)
design. This permits class duration to suit individual subject requirements. Courses can be
scheduled as one to three-week intensives and a new class of students can be enrolled every
three, instead of 12, weeks.

(b) Courses, subject contents, training and test criteria are developed as a product of task
analysis, transferring industry requirements, standards and work attitudes to an in-school
environment.

(c) (Metamorphosis) By developing services and products, which the school can supply directly
to the industry, a department was created which coordinates and monitors these efforts.
As this portion becomes an industry in itself, the school as all parther industries has undergone
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metamorphosis. Instead of the school being a learning institution and industry creating its
products or services, two opposite industriesnow exist one, with education being its
primary objective and production secondary, end two, production Wok:el based end
education secondary. _

II. TRANSFORMATION OF INDUSTRIES:

Prelinkage Conditions: Labor was recruited by Vandard means, r I qualifications of prospective
employees could not be assessed until on-the-job observation was possible. The growth and
profit potential of ea ,h business was confined to the skill of the manager solving barriers by
primarily internal resources.

Transformation: By coordinating industry knowledge and efforts with the school, a skilled
labor pool will be available and help can be hired to the exact level of job performance. Ongoing
education for personnel and updathg on latest equipment and techniques will keep the industry
abreast with current developments, permitting new dimensions of growth.

Metamorphosis: By achieving an organizational ordere which allows integration of a:I component
elements, a new state of industry profit growth, ease of operation, and exPansion became possible
Participating businesses and industries could draw h cfin peer as well as school resources for
problem solving or growth. They could clarify their own positions by actively participating in
the education process; but most of all, th,-, could vastly expand all operations by including
education as an integral part of their orgal:izational structure.

III. TRANSFORMATION OF LINKAGE MODEL

The Initial Model: was created for the purpose of facilitating the processes and involvement of
private sector enterprises with an education project. Specifically, to aid in establishinga formai
arrangement between a new Institute of Food Industries (Department of Fisheries and a
Department of Culinary Arts) and local, relevant industries. The intent was to create these two
departments by welcoming the industries to provide criteria for school design, curriculum
planning, training and competence standards; also to allow the use of industry equipment and
facilities to whatever extent feasible. The first linkage model was designed to foster a coordinated
effort toward these goals.

Transformation: The first motivating goal to enter a linkage arrangement was the reward of
aiding in the creation of a school. As barriers mounted during the early stages, it became apparent
that this was not sufficient motivation to continue, and the linkage process would have to
provide its own returns. The model had to be reexamined whether it contained enough provisions
to stimulate a profit-minded industry. Since the linkage process can offer neither products nor
direct services to participating businesses, its nature is confined to be catalytic, and the measure of
its success is to be the vehicle which allows all participants to seek gain by advancing to a higher
inter-organizational order. The first transformation of the model, therefore, included such modes
as organizational questionnaires, formation of inter-organirational 'needs versus resources criteria
and a germinating cell to bring about an integrated inter-organizational order.
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Metamorphosis: Where-it could have been possible to achieveaMilestoneaprior to the inversion,,
point by a lass formal arrangement than linkage, integrating a school with this industries it
serves in the manner of this case study would not have been possible without the linkage model.
After the perimeter of coordination was defined (Milestone Three) and efforts were focused on
their inceptive goals, the complite re.creation of the original school design brougrtt ebb' the
final change in the linkage model. By recording the growth pattern of the school, linkage
evolution could be coordinated with school development, the inversion point was *Med and a
20-point planning chart constructed.* The formalized agreement no longer terminatt:s1 upon
completion of planning or implementation stages, but became a sustained asset to the collective
effort. Benefits to all participants of an integrated effort shared equally and formally between
educational institution and private sector became so evident that the creation of a school or
department though still the best initial stimulus, is no longer the primy motivation.

*Sae page 20.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND FINDING



INTRODUCTION

This last chapter summarizes a series of lindings which evolved during or as a result of the linkage
process. They include a study for extended private sector involvement, an impact diagram of
linkage guided activities on the major participants, a flow chart of integrating the schools with
industry, and a design for future use of the linkage process in the Monterey aree.



I. REVIEW OF FINDINGS

Since only large industries can mobilize resources to think of actively entering labor training, medium
to small companies need special motivation. This motivation is summarized in one simple sentence,
'What's in it for me?" And indeed, fa a symbiotic relationship to prevail over a long period of time,
all participants must derive measurable benefits from it. In designing the original linkage proCeedings,
a long list of benefits to participants was developed, and is still growing. The important innovation was
to organize benefits the school can make available to private industry by four major categories:

1. Education Relevant (Rime!) - formal classes, lectures, etc.

2. Education Relevant (Informal) - apprenticeships, field trips, job ooportunities, etc.

3. Industry Relevant (Informal) - consulting, community outreach, conferences, etc.

4. Industry Relevant (Formal) creation or participation in activities, direatly relevant to
industry, also purchasing of equipment and providing services and products for industry use.

This way, the function of the school and the linkage arrangement,becomes an extension of industry,
assuring relevance of its existence to students and employers alike.*

Throughout the design of the linkage program three major considerations have been in focus:

Maximum inter-organizational interaction and cross-fertilization, to allow Maximum
flexibility in satisfying organizational goals and attitudes.

Reconciling the two.opposites, lack of reality in the classroom and lack of proper instruc-
tion in the apprenticeship, hands-on mode of learning, emphasizing participation rather
than observation as the central priority for in-school programs.

Utilizing existing resources in the community to avoid duplication of efforts, equipment
and facilities. The small budget available in the past and increasing financial pressures on
the education community make maximum cost effectiveness a top priority.

In appendix F we outlined motivating factors, barriers which have been observed or are
anticipated, as each further issue of design and implementation is addressed, and proposed
solutions for the removal of barriers.
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L A PARTIAL LIST C'Ilr ADVANTAGES TO PARTICIPANTS IN THE LINKAGE PROCESS

IITUDINT

Nigher Frontal MO Through:

Ilettia trained personnel
Awflable smial labor win

Improved coordinated rotenone with poen
Intergegenirational eervical

gimlet echnol.mede products
Bitter rnauket immesh:ea
Coordinated purchasing

INDUSTRY

LINKAGE ARRANGEMENT
AS CATALYST

$em Training end J Opprournitiee:

Externshioe
Caning to know potential employers

lfiduary end whoal comitialence criteria
Industry relevant curricula

Wide choice of writ alternetives
In-school nernkigs via rec teeming.

NeuilatiC training modes
Lower tuition cell
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3. THE DYNAMICS 07 LINKAGE

Following each shank in the direttion of the arrows demonstrates how the school approaches
industrial operations and industries assimilate school behavior. I

SCHOOL

Formal Classes

Student Recru tment

Lectures

In-School Apprenticeships

Libiary

Reference Co lect iOn

New Training Method

Externships

Field Trips

Educational TV Programs

Counseling

Community Outreach

Continuing Education

Consulting

Product-Testing

Task Analysis

Job Placement

Hiring of Faculty

Short-Notice Labor Pool

Computer Services

Co-ordinated Purchasing

Raw Materials Cost Statistics

Special Equipment Ca-Op

Special Laborator y Service

PreParing Special Products

V1.9

INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES

,.=11..

A

SCHOOL (EDUCATIONAL) ACTIVITIES

Lending Facilities as Classroom

Lending Equipment for Classroom

Lending Staff for Faculty

Participating in Curriculum Planning

Participating in Task Analysis

Sharing Future Planning

Sharing Policy Making

Receiving Apprentices

Accepting Field Trips

Participating in Audio-Visual Program

Assisting in Student Placement

Using the School for Continuing Education

Using the School for Community Outreach

Consulting

Short-Notice/Short-Term Labor Pool

Confracting Product Tests

Using Computer Services

Purchasing Statistical Data

Entering Special Equipment Co-Op

Using Special Labor Services

Purchasing Products from School

Accounting

Purchasing

Mar k eting

Management

Rendering Services

Producing Goods

INDUSTRIES
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4. DESIGN FOR FUTURE REPLICATION OF THE LINKAGE PROCESS SY INTERSYSTEM
SPONSORED PROJECTS

The information below introduces an image of the future in terms of programs that Intersystems
plans to develop with the application of the linkage model described in their document.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FOOD INDUSTRIES

Department of Agriculture
Department of Food Processing Industries

(reported in this document)

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ACADEMY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

1>partrnent of Music (Division of Musical Industries)
Department of Fine Arts (Graphics and Commercial Printing)*

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN MOTOR INDUSTRIES

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGIES

THE CENTRAL COAST EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIUM

Division of Foreign Student Recruitment

This effort has been already initiated. Members of the local printing industry became cognizant
of the linkage project taking place and they requested linkage materials and contacted the school
with the request to replicate the process to suit their industries.
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I. comcwslom

In this monograph we projected the private post secondary,Yoestional education linkage effort of a
project which aimed to design models for the linkage of vocational education at post-secondary
institutions and business, industry and labor.

The information presented in this document

( 1) validated the notion of a disciplined model based approach to linking the schciol with other
societal sectors and at the same time

(2) it displayed new insights nd understandings that seem to make significant contributions to
linkage and inter-organizational cootdination.

It is hoped that additional opportunitieswill be opened for continuing research and design work in
this domain of social evolution and-design.
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APPENDICES

A. Guidelines for Program Design ("Start-Up" Materials)

B. Curriculum for Dept. of Culinary Arts (First Draft)

C. Facilities Planning Guide

D. Curriculum for Dept. of C4linary Arts (Second Draft)

E. Curriculum for Dept. of Culinary Arts (Final Draft)

F. Issues that Have Emerged and are Expected to Emerge
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GUMELINii FOR PI.*OGRAM DESIGN:

LIGINCII ICI Chtte Insegurttan In Independent Study (P) Prectiad Experience under Supeeinsion

Cuurse Title

1 fief if Iff rfill!Ost Stw.knos Onl )

4

Pf arlirAl I 11.1e Oaahlo .11Iton.;;
1. (,., ..114. owl hill tttlirnr; lot .RW161114%
2 . ("vr tifilate and fhtf imam.; lot hard hat

( tilicare ip,n1 captain's flatlets for small (Jai!
4. _Single engirw: pilors IW lin anfl union rating

I.Inder Wierl s1.1115: phiarograiihy, welqing; etc.
b. I 1.3eng lochrel)I it.c

1..hing techniques
7. 1 teclIvf! PIO Iii dl Proief t

f±hN:tiwe Pr.w.t Prop.!

Marine Biology (Special DeSign for the Industry)

Oceanogimhy ISpevial Design for the Industry)

V I Meteorokmy (Supplemental to Pilot Training)

National anr1 International Maritime and-Fishing Law

t nvit onmen t 411 Convents and Professional EthIcs

WI Processing, Shipping and Mar ketIng

(pitmen! Maintenan. n and Repair

Watts we estkratten

Ty0 (huts WPok

311

r; 9
1'

X General Eitisnunis Adlignistral inn Corr 1(1

I. ion

XI Special Indmiry Requirements

XII F Ivrtnif,.., h.:11 !ill Inffhi (Wean Of If e,.h wine,. etc.

Total 1/nits !or BA.
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I. WWI&

CUARIAULUM FOR VIECCILE OE CUISINE

A. Oloksm Culsbw! (2 ward
Chrf do Cuicinr 14 wars)

C. Whin C;ibn e s04:10
n BSA. or 1144 B.A.

IL CURRICULA (FIRST TWO YEARS):

A. Toe Se Token In Order:

1. 1 irst Term

a. The res1Auran1 kitthen (technology).
Chornistry °LA in(i

c. It)Snwinftn;t'&pnpH
(2) Snows of taste & smoll (hiboretory)

d. The short order cook
Basic food preparation

2 Second Term.

.1 Thi Sr4ites iif imIor & strvt11

b TIir Senses ill hole & smell (Laboratory)
c Basic fond terwration

3 Third Term

a The skiffc of systernatic habit forming
b. Thi*smses of eating
c Baxic F uyli cixik toe
d Bask. Chineu. cooking

4 1 ourth Term lsocood vein).

.1 I wilt II
Chinose cookiort

5 and 6. 1 ifth and Sixth Tenn

.1 I filich {111A fIWI
it. Chines., clutkina

Units: Nonrs:

B. The following subjects ere offered rotating on e two-year cycle end ere required to be taken in their enittety:

I Ioteg oat bf Nutt Wpbilns rid Meacores
7 liars mho-lion I., Noires
3 he BuirlirIt'r4 Amilomy (International)
4 International CI ilinary Terms
5 K
6 Restaurant Criticism
7 1 he Hetet K
8 'he Bon
9 The Skills of the Wailer

Racic Antortc..vi fieloaorant Cook inn
11 fiat Tiedirse
12 1fote1 Ki4.1,44t M.onairroonf

3
1

2
10

1

1

5

2
1

4.1

13
If)

7
Ii

14 Cof tfv, 71?0, aniffte CI i..trn Poluirntiong
115 Cfgrk inq for the Amer itAro Luxury i-4otrii



a

16. the Mead Bniser
I / H.-maimed I ,wwi Mackprinelti
18 I undownentah ni Mammon)

Arruuntinu
70 Tito I kw flaky.
71 Thu Winn Stavwd end Serving Techniques
27 Viticulture
23 I:'ktxuctkfl lo Hatirleti Law
24 Mailutling
25 Mananorlal Arrountion
26 Ristwurant Supplies and Purchasing Tech:lime*
27 Currummications
28 The Prntiv Chef
29. Mott, Manarruw.nt
30 Traditions of Tableattting (Intumetionel)
31 Italian Speciaiti,c
32. Japanese Specialties
33. World Spalities

TOTAL HOURS: 160

TOTAL HOURS DIVIDED BY SIX MI TERMS', 30 WEEK HOURS PER TERM

UPPER DIVISION (3M7 & 4TH YEARI

Core Courser

2
3
3

3
3

I I- rend',
./ Illu.' I Civili/iaint Wi'sti.rn 121 and I isttln 121
3 Small I arrn Antic nitorn

lti4 Rellourent Criticism
6

Major Requirements:

3

9

7
4
4

rt,nelt 14autv
307 HiStsory ft, 0444-1 Pr, 4.44,4114411%

.4 I I istur y armiuti j RAW Pulw Minn%
1lltot "Moslrf" W4ityr
2w(Ittri Stsvialtivt rach al I wope, ASIA, NAKid(4e fusl and Polynesiaft Mem Comisniii+ in
1I. Aralytic of the "Smolt.' I ath/ 011814Pd Ripstitordnis

Fl. Analysis al IN ThIsN.SiaJ HIA1iwt,1111;
3

Electives:' an students are required to choose one subspecielty of 20 units from the knowing subjects

1 liatr410.01.11141,tnal.11/Cut
7n7 Air tint' 1 and M.tt, wpitwitt
20Luntuy Lrrwi F twcs M.Irtairmitnt

4 Country Club M,I;m4y.riNlIt
7(1Milihwy I mod M.mtnir."*.fil

HoVildl MAn411411ur4t
20

TOTAL UNITS AND HOURS: 146

DIVIDED BY SIX BM TERMS 24 WEEK HOURS PER TERM

57
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ONADUATION HIOUIREMENTS:

L Oltilemetile Cuisine:

1. Satisfactory completion dell course reaukements for the fku two years.
2. Preparation of a slx-courm French dinner lunder time limit/.
3. Preparation ate six-couras Chinese dinner (under time limit).
4. Demonstration of high proficiency In a chosen specialty of food pasparatiOn Ouch SI

bread bekk6g
pastry
dessert
ice cream
or an ethnic food area

IL Chef de Cultism:

1. ftew,raga in all academic sublects.
2. Completion of ail requirements for the major.
3. Preparation of a complete meal (not fewer than flve courses) from an authentic cookbook of a world aree and printed inlanguage the student Is unfamiliar with.
4. Preparation of an eight-course meal in French tradition (under time limit, Including shopping for raw materials).5. Preparation of an eight-course meal in Chinese tradition (under time limit, including shopping for I aW materlealsl.6 Prmaettetarriailtoion of en eight-course meal in student's thaw cultural area (under time limit, Including shopping for raw

7. Demonstration of all restaurant-related practical skills; reservation and personnel management, food purchasing. cootamounting and waiting on tables.
8. Demonstration of basic knowledge of wines and spirits and rudimentary district recognition by tasting.9. Demonstration of basic knowledge and skills in processing food from the farm to the teble.ID. Knowledge of supply and information sources.

11. Completion of all sub-specialty requirements.
12. Demonstration of the ability to successfully manage a small farm.
13, Preparation Of at least three original recipes.

III. The 13.5. in Swims Administration from the Academy of Arts end Humanities:

1. Units accepted from lower division
337. Units accepted from upper division: core courses 68

electives
7113. Units allowed he atea of specialization
164. Units required tor B.S.

1605. 15 units per term for three (3) terms In complete all major requiremeets from business
cur ricnium, phis eiectiws (15 units) and general education

V. The Maitre de Cuisine: three areas of advinced study are envisioned

The comPlete y of cooking skills in two major cultural ethnic areas. Studies lead to meet staratards of the
American Culinary Institute, but course work additionally must ih.lude the following items:a a theoretic and practical knowledge of the vnlutionary history of both chosen study areas, int luding the

ability to function with historic kitchen equipment and the absence of certain receet raw materials.
such as sugar, etc.

b., the ability to prepare foods for use as ingredients or raw material preparations such as smoking. pickling.
etc. with and without the use of niodern technology.

c. the knolwedge to grosii or raise major ingredients, spices, in unusual prerelltrisites. ,d. the mastery of the language of at least one of the two areas of study.
a. demonstration of ability to design, finance, manage and promote a restaurant.

The eAaustiee study of the cuisine of one specific country, including residency in a restaurant school or equivalent apprin nee-ship in a rtstaurant. Studies are designed to lead to A.C.I. standards plus the standards set by the chosen nation for its highesthonor in cuisine. Studies can be divided between the Academy and approved foreign training environ. For obvious reasorn
mastery of the language of the country is required. Specific standards beyond those of the A.C.1. are designed by mutual
consent between student and mentor.

3. A specific arm of food management such 83 hotel, air line, ocean liner, etc. Courses are designed to suit stpdent requirements
and standards of the A.C.L. -

Of the 4$ units required for en M.A. in Busimes Administration 24 ortitb es* be allowed far the Nudes* tweeirdintion in theculinary arts. The remaining 24 must be chow from the curriculum of %he departmentof bminess.
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1'

Board of Directors, Faculty Committee,
State and Federal Agancies, Program Related Industrios

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development

Intersystems Board of Directors,
Central Coast Educational Consortium Boardof Directors,

Community Civic Leaders

Other Schools Contributing to PrograM
Through Central Coast Educational

Consortium (CCEC)

Program Related Industries
Far West Laboratory

Academy of Arts and Humanities

1

Central

Planning

Office

1

Consultants with Special Expertise
International Institute of Technology Assessment

F
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Program Planning and Analysis

Capital Development Planning

.11.

Classroom
and Class

Laboratory
Facilities

Office Research

vimmpompipme.-

System-wide Facilities Planni4 Criteria

61
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SECOND YEAR

TERM ONE:

MODULF5 II and IV are one-week subjects
MODULES I and Ill are one module or three-week subjects

TERM TWO:

Same as Term One

TERM THREE:

Extemship

Mt***

Two typosof subject-time organizations are used for the second year:
A. Three week 24.hour per week (72 hours total)
B. One-week 24 hours

Each week 8 hours are retained
Four hours for a weekly total proficiency evaluation
Four hours for academic subject instruction

*ft***

ONE MODULE THREE.WEEK (72 HOURS) SUBJECTS:
1. Classical Cuisine and Banquet Organization

2. Advanced Garde Manger
3 Prihoples of Charcuterie
4. Advanced Baking and Classical Pastry

ONE WEEK SUBJECTS (24 HOURS) THREE PER MODULE:
1. Menu and Facilities Planning

2. Intemational Food Prepaiatior's
3. International Food ,arytions I Separate Sections
4. International Food Pre rations 4

5. Advanced Table Service
6 Wines and Basics of Viticulture
7. Wine Stewarding aild Beverage Table Service
8 & I 'tiding (including costing, portion control, etc.)

L ;! ets for Profit
10. Institutional Food Service and Catering5Systems
11. Restawant Kitchen Management (a comparative study)
12. Food Purchasing and Quality Evaluation

FOUR HOURS PER MODULE (TOTAL OF 12 HOURS) FOR ACADEMIC SUBJECTS..
1 Introduction to Management 1 unit
2. Manpower Management & Inteipersonal Skills 1 unit
3. Manpower Management & lnterpentonal Skills (cont'd) 1 unit
4. Communications and Busineq English 1 unit
fi. Mathematics and Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 1 unit
6. Introduction to Mdrketing 1 unit
7. PrincIptos Smali Business Administration & Public 1 unit

Reiations
8. Principles of Business Finance 1 unit

Subtotal - 8 units
FINAL PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION FOR TWO-YEAR DIPLOME DE CUISINE

69
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TERM TWO:

MODULE I.

A. Hot Food Preparation (continued)

B.

C.

D.

E.

Chinese Food Preparation

Frozen Food Preparation

Intermediate Pastry Baking

Business and industry Food Service Systems
(Accounting Practicum)

Subtotal
MODULE

A. Hot Food Preparation

B. Chinese Food Preparation

C Kitchen and Food Hygiene

D. Milk Products and Cheeses (Introduction)

E. Recipe Costing and Product Analysis (Cost Accounting)

MODULE

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Subtotal

Preparation for First Externship

A La Carte Food Preparation (Introduction of
European "Brigade" system)

Chinese Cooking

Introduction to Business Law and Insurance
Managerial Accounting

Subtotal
MODULE IV.

A. Preparatr(m for ExternshiP

B. A La Carte Food Preparation (continued)

C. Introduction to Japanese Cooking
a i.iiernational Culinary Terms

E. World Specialties and Introduction to "Cuisine Boingeo;se"

B.

Subtotal

TERM THREE: EXTERNSHIP

Externship Supervision

Externship Summary (1 week)

64

7

(3x1 8 hrs.

(34 8 hrs.

(34 4 hrs.

(34 4 hrs.
(34 8 hrs.

96 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(34 8 hrs.
(34 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(3x) 4 hrs.

96 hrs.

(34 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(3x) 4 hrs.

(3x) 4 hrs.

(3x) 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

96 hrs.

(34 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(3x1 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

96 hrs.

(34 4 hrs.

(3x) 8 hrs.

(2-2-2-2)
(4-4)
(4-4)

12-2-2-21

(2-2)

(41

(2-2-2-21

(2-2-2-2)

(2-2-2-2)

(1-1-1-1)

(2-2-2-2)

(2-2)

(2-2)

(4-4)

(2 2)

(44)
(2-2-2-2)

(2 2)

(44)

(2-2)

(6-6-6-6)



r

2nd Two Veers Exit Goal "CHEF DE CUISINE" with a 5th possible Year of academic pntparatton fOr

a B. S. in Restaurant Business Administration:

,Required Academic Units:
, 1. Business English 6

2. Business Mathematics 6
3. Introduction to Small Farm Agriculture 6
4. Advanced Accounting 6
5. Tax and Labor Law . 3
6. Introduction to Small Animal Husbandry 3
7. French 24

(27 units per year; 9 units per term) 54 (for two years)

Vocational Requirements: 1 week -- 24 class hours 1 unit
Subject title and number of 24-hour weeks.
Total number of weeks: 48 weeks or 4 terms or 16 modules
8 modules 3-week (72 hours) subjects
24 one-week (24 hours) subjects.

1 Module (3-week subjects):

No. 1 French Haute Cuisine
No. 2 French Haute Cuisine
No. 3 Chinese Haute Cuisine
No. 4 Chinese District Haute Cuisine (Regional Specialties)
No. 5 Viticulture
No. 6 The European Butcher
No. 7 Farm Food Production Methods
No. 8 Chain Hotel Kitchen and Food Management

Basic Areas of Specialization:
1. Restaurant Management
2. Raw (Farm) Food Production (cheese, butdwring, etc.)
3. Haute Cuisine Chef (Kitchen Management)
4. Institutional Food Service and Catering (hospital, military, air, sea, etc.1
5. Food Marketing
6. Hotel-Motel Management
7, SmdIl Farm Management
8. Food Sanitation Technology
9. Food Technology

10. Food Chemistry and Nutrition
11. Kitchen and Plant Safety
12. New Food Products Research and Development
13. Candy Making and Associated Skills
14. Farm Food Production Technology and Systems
15. Pre201h Century Food Production and Culinary Concepts
16. European Externships



ONE WEEK (24 HOURS) SUBJECTS:

-Ast.

1. 3
)

3. )
4. )
5. )
6. ) SpPcial orre.week serninars with great chels
7.

8. )
9. )

10. )
11. Restaurant Criticism
12. Food Purchasing
13. Sources (Mulct:Wide)
14. Advanced Seminar in American Wines
15. Advanced Seminar in European Wines
16. Candy Making
17. Fish Farming (Fresh Water)"
18. International Table Setting and Introduction to Porcelain and Glass*
19. History of Food Preparation I
20. History of Food Preparation II
21. Advanced World Specialties*
22. Advanced Seminar in Restaurant Design, Financing & Marketing
23. Advanced Seminar in Beer Brewing and Wine Making Externship)
24. Advanced Seminar in Food Sanitation Technology.

"can be substituted by an elective subject

FIFTH (ACADEMIC) YEAR

Units Accepted from first 2 years:

Units Accepted from second 2 years:

Units gained in filth year:

academic 30 qtr. units
vocational 20 qtr. units

academic 54 qtr. units
vocational 31 qtr. units

academic 45 qtr. units

UNITS REQUIRED FOR B.S. BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION (RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT) 180 qtr. units

7z
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MODULE 1

SAM SKILLS:

A. IrWoductiOn to Butcher Skills

Week I
Week 2
Wank 3

ii Introduction to Baking

C. Buie Culinary Techniques

II Introduction to Culinary Principles and Foods
E. Sanitatinn end Hygiene

Introduction to Food 811CteriolOgy

0

HRS.

3.14

3:114

303

3.x4

31/4

3114

uNns

2-244

4

4 4

2.2

2-2

MODULE 11

EXTERRISHIP: RESTAURANT KITCHEN

I. Introduction In Kitting (continual) - including Pastry 341 4.4
B. Pantry .urd Brnak lAst Cookery 3)14 2-2

Coffee' ;hop end Sling I Order Prncalrirus 3x 4

D. Rink. Culinary Tedruirpres (continundl 3x4 7-2
Cafeteria and Cnitur, Service 3a4 2 2
Introilliction In I irrt F uod Preparatinn 3x4 4

Food Bacteriology irrintinued 3x4 2-2

rnimEN1
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MODULE Ill

4

A. Not Food Nemo lion {continued)

HRS.

348

UNITS

8 hosrmodiate &Aim 3314 4
C. Aclesnad Cal Notify end Short Order Procedures 3x4 2-2
D. Introduction to Garde Mangum 3x8 4.4
E. Food and flovatage Service 3x4 2.2
F The Some of Tome, Smett, Touch 3x4

MODULE IV

A Hot Food Prowl/vino !continued)
3x8 4-4

B. Introduction to Chnwom Food Preparation 3x8 4-4
C. Industrie!. Hospital. Club. Institutional. School Food Service 3x4 2-2
fl Introduciton to Akolbohc Beverages and Industry Flegulations 3114 2-2

Intermediate Tatiln Service 3x4 2-2
F Survey of Milk Products and Chernel

3114 2-2

CI MIME NTS
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MODULE V

-

SATIONNIO: FOOD CAMINO AND MAIL HRS. UNITS

I% Hot Free, Preparation 318 2-2-2.2
13. Chónw rj Poratitton 3x8 2-2-Z2

Intemediate Patty flaking 344 4
U. Arnerirao Plan F IN,X1 Service in Hotels 3x4 7-2

Introduction to Catering
2.2

F. %Neill'', FOOd and Winn Reregling 3x4 2.2

MODULE VI
Hot F ood Prro.uation

B. - Chinelr F ood Prepo minn

Intomondiata Pastry Oak Intl

D. introit...11mo Brew, Flaking

Introduction to Japanese Cook inn

3148

3x8

2x4

3x8

2 2-2-2

4

4

4.4

MODULE V II
A A to Carte / ocid Fretior,,Iinri (Introduction cif European "Brigade" Syctetr)
11 4 /114WCP COCA 14NI) ift111111 ii KO)

.14%-lnesr log tcontInuern

' ,tuning and Cauned Panguet Mananunernt

F. Advanced Table Serwe

Iriental TAW., Sarvicr
3114

Dika4kNTS'

70
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MODULE VIII

A WC/0W Food Pressivatiun konlinued)
HRS.

3118

UNITS

Chinese Cook ir59 Icnntinued1 3114 4
Italian Cuisine 301 4.4
The Stun Chef 3114 2.2
Banquets 334 4.4

A

MODULE IX
EXTERNSHIP IN TABLE SERVICE:

A. Introduction to Frrnth Cutsine

0 Italian Cuicine

C. Introduction to Acchtthrirtg

ID, Princii ilex of Menu Making and Merchandising

I., Wine CPI IV Operation

3x8 4-4

34 4-4

3s 4 1-1 11

3x8 2-24-2

3x4 1-1-1-1

A.

B.

0.

M

MODULE X
A. French Cuisine 343 4.4

B. Advanced Gm& ainfrr 3114

C. Beverane Purctmsing Guides 3x 4 1-1-11

D. Cost Arrnunring 3,14 1-1-1.1

Food Purrhatinri Glififes (Food Mats-yen/lent) 3,48

Introduction toktohincrneni 31(4 1.1 II

COMMENTS

'7 1

7 7



MODULE XI
1411S.

A. French Cuisine 34
"Cuisine Minceur" 34

C "Cuisine Bourgeoise"

O F nod Management. Food Receiving and SWIng Norodom. 301
E. Management Budgeting for eFóod and Savartioe °ovation 3114

F Mangan-Oil end Special Accounting 3*4

UNITS

44
22

1.1.1.1

1-1.14

a.

U .

11.1. .1.

MODULE XII
A Veers Summary in Food Preparation

B. Swint Aspects of Food end Menu Control

Issuing Food

II Accounting for Statistics and Analysis

Introduction to Business Law and Incorark e

310e 444.4
3x4

3114 1.1.1.1

3114 1 .1 i -1

3114 1.1.1 1

p.

COMMENTS

72
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SECOND YEAR

Those twos of sullact tksis organkrations ses wad:

A. Throe-weak, 24 hours per weak 172 hours total) -1 module

8. One *WA 24 hours. 3 auhinotarar I module

C. Academic subiacts. I or 7 hours wadi lot 12 weeks, I or 2 units

One ;TR:dote. tbree.week 172 hour%) subjects.

I, Classiest Cuisine and danquot Omani/anon
2. Advanced Garde Mantle* and Buffet Catering
3. Advanced Raking and Classical Pastry

*4. Principles n1 Chnrcuttofie

5. The Furnpuan Rutcher

7

R,

9.

10.

11.

12.

-
o n wank subject% (74 hours) three subjects pet modiste:

1 1- nullities Manning
2, Digital/mg! onit% for Retail. Bullets and Catering
I rcid( Tevimokspy
4, Arivancvd Tible Service
5. Winm mid Saws of Viticulture (including taste recognition)
6, Winn Sh-war dine and Reverarr Table Service
7 Bar tending lrIidinq ciigting, portion comfy!, etc.)
B. Institutional F clod Service and Catninq Systems
9 Cormas Study g,f Recialitant K itchens

- .
10 Inlet nat lanai Fond Preparations (Special studies with sekv.ted instructor%)
11

17

14 Advanced Classical Cimino

15

16 pining 1110m iI 11eserv,it ion Mittiagnmen1
17, trite. natitin,11 (lining Pt morn, am! I tignelIe

73 za
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SECOND YEAR

.111611itt subbscis, i 'hour par vim* for 12 weeks 11 main

A. %Mourne!! Management
Ems/lover Training
Athertising and Pfarn01106
Pre-cost, Pse control Procedures
Wins and Ursula Control and Bar Pricing
Payroll Analysis and Control

S. Communwations and Business Eonlish
Business Methnmalles and introduction to Micro-Computers
Principles of Markating
Principles of Business F inane,
Reel Estate and Lean Laws

0441T
1

1

- 1

2

1

2
1

1

1

12 Unit,

.11.11.11.1,.,[

Weakly hour artoreptnnnt

24 hulas
4 hours
2 hours
2 hours

s micron! Subjnct
idernic Sunineis

Prfulnal Growth Seminar
Wnrkly Proficiency Evaluation

A total of 1200 !Internship (Procticum) eluts ifs required for graduation with a two-yew diploma

SECOND TWO YEARS

Week.Hout Organization

12 hours
10 bouts
2 rinurs
1 hour

2b hours

Vni umal Subjects
A/oil/new SU1j4'ts
l'eva's 411 Co (Nigh Seminar

sletriship Supervision

TOTAL 114.SCHOOL Howls

'A Vocational frnit
10 Academie units
0 units
0 units

Required Academic UMW
UNIT

1. Business Foolish 6
2. Intr./Int, Rusurms Math 8
3 Small f ;urn Aqrsculiure 6
4. Tax and 1 ahot LAM 2
5. Small Annual Husbandry 2
6. F trinch tor Garman or Itolioni 2 1
7. Choir, lintel Food Management
8, Statarn c 3
9. Staltsie:fil Analysis and Forecasting .1
10 , Advancrd Martagorial Technktues 3

TOTAL
A tritM of 1200 rwncticum hours or* roriukod tor graduation 400 (ontsurant kite's's), 400 (restaurant ronnogrmant) and
400 Istudeors alnico)
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alai THAT HAVE EMERGED AND ARE EXPECTED TO EMERGE

Mot n.irarry

Battier c'

1/14111.,tialS:.

Low mist ; pal!. itie halt) as medal.

Low skills, reliability ;eV professional at titudiA, uncertain availability and act mobility.

skill piloparalion; job simulating slimly envirow, interpersonal skill training.

Ps e.planned 111*0 analysis and prolix:1On; community outreach employermerutoting

saluol pi I lorman(e. ,

!low private sector employers can participate with schools in improving efforts for youth career explor-
ation and planning end skill development.

MTh% sison: Lang rangy projirtion for exact extent of training, preparation anticipating nrw trends in
work and technologies, and skill pool of workers'trained'toexectjob oequirements.

Bars d. Lack ut employer's analysis of own future needs.

ti. ()Isomi to view "in-school" education as solution.

, Adheu;nee to parohial means of labor recruitment.

d. Cost/lune inel led ive projects.

Ps oposals. Competunce-based curricula, vs.t on-the-job task analysis and CH 7 (Criterion

Hefei eniAgl Test).

1. P rorirmns to lin industry:learnor directed, industry-tear MS 1001:0,%f, WIC* Itilists y:

ieiff stet ad Ms.

Pavinif !acidly or umsulting wages io employeis for time spent ill designing ;Alf -

seivir,..! future Oh ci

How private sector employers and schools.can work together to effect classroom and job time scheules
and other actions ti facilitate private sector employment and/or training for youth.

Avaifainfily 14 labor al lime and lor duration required:

Van Arl.iti at y scheduling ol cidss

rroposals, SchethilIng formal activities of in.school proeram to group conveniencu, group mtsmaia
raticterns. (!n,ployels,

How private sector work supervisors can be b.etter prepared tS Supervise Youth.
Moi i,a UHL increased cosi el lecliviliess of WWI .

Lia; I IllS.

l's opur4Is.,

f ) , Supeo visor ial Pow spent .

b. L.ick of exact competence co do la fur evaluoiion..

c. 'Lock of instructional skills .

.1, Training supervisors in teaching methods to serve as fcrmal faculty and inforindl
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t ,"

Proposals: h. . Pay it oi them one hbur per day uf their cost iary wages to propene Ind st'ffnmaruu
iw sturfertr4 work WV.

Task analysis to pi ovide exact performance criteria far lob competence, sesemblifl
a MUM, syllabliS. .

How job-sharing arrangemmits can he devised between students and other parttime workers.
Motivation: To employur assistirr the industry by helping build ó skill pool.

To part-trim workivs-- flexible scheduling for work time-to suit personal txmyrnience Mee
nversings, weekends, etc./.

'Barriers: To employer di' lger of inefficient scheduling of connecting times.

rb.part-time workers threat of job security.

Pronouns: a School provides guidance for job schedtiling.

Conttact tint arrangements fur job security.

4' Rotating of students between employe's to reduce.lealing of per mancy.

How expanded youth employment opportunities cam be broughi about through reduction in barriers to,
youth employment created by institutional policies and practices (insurance and honciing of youth, teacher,-
certilicatim, supervision of youth, achninistrative procedures and paper work, etc.).
Motivation: i OW cost !dram. pan-time help as Ueeded.

Ban .4 4!: ,s. !Into ewe and bunding.

b. Ce.iiliition and supervision.

c Proce,lorbl.

a: Union resistance.

Proposals. .1, insur;mce and bcnchng on gioup basis by school.

t. Cuinpetencebased curricula and job pus tomance criteria and sujieryision guideluaa4.

1., Sows visor training by school with finarwial time compensetion.

ij lnvolveinent in planning, design, and monituringol program by irkinagernent and .

lobor. r opt osentaInfes.

How unions and other individuals ar..! groups in the community (such as retired wcwiters) can Senfe as

rpources to schuoii to improve youth orientation to the worki of work and employment opporhudtias

In the private bet. ior.

Mon/dhoti: Pio cNiscAl nion membership, cominiinity cunsciuusness, and personal satisfaction.

DM IV! s: if. Fikor us,i,huip labor competition.

Competition with union sponsured appient icesh

unioni/ad employment).

f ficulty To reach interested helpers.
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4

-

mix 4 !WIWI iri.s00.01 aa. a ontheinb training which clarifies lite lattu, as an

toriertiship, rethiv than an applianticeship.

b. Pi oviding students pre-trained to be worth more than minimum wage. reducing the

wage Icideicul arnument.

Using SMI1Of citilens as mentors to students preParing them individually to under

simui work attitudes and employment opportunities.

Inteie a mg specific industrie5 agriculture, commercial lishingo to stage

"community awareness" events which are job opportunity orierited.

How needed special support services to in-school youth at private sector jobs can be arranged and provided.

Motivation: 1 o Indust! y- none.

I o school wid community- extending training opportunities to students with special

Bap 14 S.

III 01114%414

hair lei 5.

Betliviin al.

t. Faiantial.

Logistic (no car. poor living quarters, etc.)

Past hle expmences and personal problems.

Spocha idngen Wilts with giaduate cline counseling program IA oducteli in rcv, at

comm: y Mai/ 1,19 graduate students as low-cost cdunselors.

Well %nut:heed student aid servii,es.

Linployei corm acts to assist in obtaining 5In4ill conenercial loam to pay back af!

tr 110111fi.with restating wage increase.

Use ol inentois Ili render per-onal assistance.

Perstm'it giowth seminar conducted by :)ii'iu.al counselors as a mitaired in-501003

Piot:Vain.

How skills can be learned that are tienderable and not just plant specific.

Motivotion. 0 iniltisti I lex IWO woi k torie, more i espolasive to task changes and r e-traiivng rego.reniens.

1 o si iimher employment I lexibi lit y at ui growt h potential.

Lidli S, MIX.; industry pill clescruiti, ens III !Wills of compet.'ine bawd balm-

SySkini

I). Inthisisy and student prefervi ice toward brief , tarleible rpsult-of led. insti.-grd of task

. fundamental !rowan!).

13y the vellide of task analysis, inicithsciptindi y comparison can lae conducted which

svelaialai lob l plant specific skills from transferable abilities. tRTs can be t'xinstructeil

_which rnc;ms to it lent achievement in each Cillegory and curricula can be made sensit*:4! 10

ol em 7hasis. a



How students caqbe Welped to avoid unreal expe, aitions of future iienployment

TukitfuJry !WS Wits0111* turror!,
1 I sthonl-- higher pfobabdity of student mmaining on the job.

Harriers: Instructional onveronmem, rion-repr esentative of actual conditions.

Propir.als: ii. Special Imunseling by peers already working.

I!, Rv,111.0 teaming envirqnment.

Pre ,ippienticeshrp wirnseling.

How new methods and flexible approaches can be developed for youth to learn about end prepare for

apprenticeable tracks.

Mot ivat ion gicreayiii sk ill labor pool because of larger member of graduates from tile progreim.

Etat iers a. Conmnional ways of studeht recruiunent.

b. Pawl hal ways of designing the educational encounter.

lin I !OK ii de coilegg calendars fighting fret, roicy of er u oilmen( opc.urtunities and

tent esoj insive 10 n ItMIS instructional task /1 in re requirements.

Pt J H )S.Ilc 1 Involviiiii prolit-rnot led recruitment companies for community outreo.

1-)FSiiii ii 115 ihe el II It atonal encounter from one to one, to student directed work

sey.,gi us, formal classes and informal apprenticeships. to be suitaule to the learning

othcctivv.

t.king o modular calendar, per willing new classes to start every 4 vvemks and

sensii lye to specific task/time relationships

Lower program cost by using industry equipment.

%env/111011. 1/11 hr,lt y d WO/ R force accusloined eutilorricni used under dot', conditions, tr,,,i,ed

by acitml °poi athis.

,t Time .ivottaliiiily.

. h Spmiol insurance.

t Morquiat use.

Proposols: F lex if do Lioss !Intl,. schedul Intr. t..

II. Sr )111 Itawil lisinitily InSlif MI/3? and 911,1 iol safely Orr angement
I

c. Ti intirrh arfvoilmi mparaliun of sti.denis, to maximize learning gained by actu., use.
.

.--eHow to mak programs and curricula sensitive to anticipated labor and technology conditions, to assuce

future radttion criteria to be curjent with existing conditions, .

Motivaton: To virluslry

,
-;

ti. To minimire rip-date-Vaining,

To i-nake fultIre requirements known to educat on so that ihstruchon can prepare Jor

anlicipated needs, rather than react to the past.

.79 ftfli
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Mot ivattion. I students to glatittaie edii ,ation i; to ihe- Maly of the pi fli:5stOti.

V ;NV Ninth/ailing' inait and the lust WO Cities fn is to think in lutuie ;

Providing the guidance, teclsnology and communications to conduct ellet.:

imestig.it um anti evaluation.

hop Lltartg nersonwl and physical iesourcel*, of :he school to stimuiate indosnyvh.

dialothie On all operational levels.

Collabia ming with governmental agencies involved in forecasting.

How youth can ;le hel Jed tu overcome the frustrations of pursuing career plans.

Mu; owns. Incrimsed uppoilunity of matching the right person to the job; VUithIItJ cost Mel feetA. .ass

Bari s

of hiring ow,- Or under-qualified persannel.

Lack of communication between employers ob smkers,trainiva Institutams and

councetio S.

Pt opt 'sifts Long tang : planning et torts shared by school anti einpkwers.

Post giaduatioii jobadiustment counseling by school, peers, ano , a mei !a isduales

ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

of the d ver SI ty of organizations sharing in this proiect, it would be too cumbersomi to design a
ietaionnaire equally addressing sill par ticipants. Please use this page as a guideline, but feel tree to adapt
ose data in any way you find suitable.

Description of Organization:

Please list servims or products of lered by he organization.

Desu ipi ion of Basic Opel ations

Please describe in general toms activilies performed by yourself, your associates or employees in:
administration production marketing other

Description of Employees' Qualifications:

. Please outline special orole:sional requirements for your employees, as they relate to the training
objectives of this school.(Yonnay distinguish betWeen available and desired competency leveisa

IV. Definition al Gain:

Please,pravicie_Sorne concepts of how your organizat on could gain from the existence ui a school
such as this. ,

-directly indirectly (by contributing to tho industry as a whose.)
mg.

if Training Resources:

Please list physical end personnel resources your organization might make aviflable for training.

. 40
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